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Print ultra-fine lines on the fabric
with any ordinary Inkjet printer
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To make the best use of this Idea Book, please read the notes on the next page.
The Smart Shopper’s Idea Book is not finished—and never will be!

© Linda Franz 2012-2018
Permission granted by the copyright holder:
Quilters, Designers, and Affiliates have my permission to print and copy all or part of this ebook to promote Inklingo.
I have done my very best to ensure accuracy. Suggestions and requests? Please let me know.
US Patent 7,814,832 Please see the web site for Patent and Copyright information.
Published by Linda Franz, 2040 Watson Drive, Burlington ON L7P 0R2 Canada
For more information or additional copies, please contact me at linda@lindafranz.com or through inklingo.com
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WELCOME TO

TM

TAKE A LOOK AROUND!

There are advantages to reading this book on your computer instead of on
paper. Adobe Reader allows you to use the Bookmarks panel, click on links,
and search for key words. Only print a few pages if you print at all (next
page).

BOOKMARKS

Please open the Bookmarks (tab on left side of
Adobe Reader window), so you can find your way around. Click on +
to expand a topic, or on - to close it. (The + or - signs may be triangles
instead.) Go to any page without knowing the number just by clicking on
the bookmark.

CUSTOMIZE You can change the appearance on screen so you can
navigate easily. Adobe Reader has great tools for navigating and viewing
Inklingo. Go to View > Navigation and play with all the options—zoom,
one page, facing pages, etc.
SEARCH

The pages are arranged in alphabetical order, but it is faster
to use the search feature (or Bookmarks). This is a shortcut we use almost
every day: Ctrl F (or Command F on a Mac). The F stands for FIND. Type
in a word (or part of a word) and hit Enter. Don’t stop at the first one. Keep
clicking Enter until you find them all.

PRINT?

See the note about not printing on the next page. If you do
want to print, there is an option to “Print Current Page” in the Adobe
Reader print dialog box. Enjoy!
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inklingo SMART
SHOPPER’S IDEA BOOK
UNFINISHED
PLEASE READ HOW TO USE IT

JAN 2018

The Idea Book is not finished—and never will be!
It is updated periodically when new shapes are added.
You can save it on your computer, but it is always a
good idea to check for the latest version here.

WHAT’S INCLUDED

It has not been possible to list every block name which
can be made with Inklingo shapes, but a few are listed,
like Flying Geese, Sawtooth Squares, Seven Sisters, and
Snowball.
It is difficult to name the shape collections because
they are so versatile. The shapes can often be used for
other variations with different names.
If you don’t find what you are looking for,
please ask! <linda@lindafranz.com>

REQUESTS
DO NOT PRINT?

There are good reasons not
to print the whole Idea Book!
• It is a lot of pages. Try just printing the pages for
the shapes you are considering at the time.
• It is updated frequently, so you should check online
anyway.
• You can’t click from paper, but the green text is
clickable (same as the website) if you view it on
your computer. The search function Ctrl-F doesn’t
work on paper either (next paragraph).

SEARCH

Use Control > F (find) to search, and
don’t stop at the first one!
There are often several entries for common terms like
“diamond,” “triangles,” and others, so keep hitting
Enter to be sure you find them all. You will also want
to look on the website for:
• the Index of Shapes (under the Support tab)
• the List of Inklingo Shape Collections (under the
Support tab)
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New shape collections are added frequently. Search for
“requested” to see what other quilters have asked for,
and send me your requests too. Be sure to mention the
size! <linda@lindafranz.com>

PRICES

Prices are on the website. They range from about $12
to $50.

OTHER IMPORTANT RESOURCES
• What is Inklingo?
• System Requirements
• Inklingo Quick Start Guide
• All About Inklingo blog
• Inklingo Yahoo group
• Reviews on the website (under the Add to Cart
•
•
•
•
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button on every product page)
Inklingo Welcome page (a quick step-by-step
guide to printing, and free resources)
Jane Austen’s Writing Table Quilts DVD
(hand piecing lesson)
Inklingo Patent
Inklingo Affiliate Program
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BOOKS
IN QUILT SHOPS

TM

Inklingo is as easy as printing an e-mail, and there are resources that
make it precise, simple, fast, and fun.

EACH SHAPE COLLECTION E-BOOK

contains
a Test Page, Catalogue of Shapes, and pages of shapes to print on
fabric.

THE CATALOGUE OF SHAPES

is the heart of each
collection. For each shape, there are two or more pages to provide a
description, the page numbers for each ink color, tips for using each
shape, and suggested sizes for custom pages.

INKLINGO.COM

Updates, patterns, books, a free demo video, and the blog

THE INKLINGO HANDBOOK
(128 pages, 5 chapters)

1. PRINTING WITH INKLINGO***

General info and great tips for printing on fabric

2. PIECING

All of my best tips! 1. by hand 2. by machine 3. hybrid

3. APPLIQUÉ

Inklingo makes appliqué better than ever before.
Back-basting, needleturn, FP appliqué, and more

4. PRESSING AND TRIMMING

Great strategies for pressing and trimming for
hand and machine pieced seams

5. USING PATTERNS WITH INKLINGO

FREE

Inklingo is compatible with any pattern that uses the same
shapes and sizes. There is helpful information about shapes,
dimensions, yardage calculations—complete with examples.

***PRINTING WITH INKLINGO

(Chapter 1) is ESSENTIAL to your enjoyment of Inklingo, so
it is available FREE on the web site. Please tell your friends about the free shape collection, so they can start
enjoying Inklingo today. (Of course, Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5 of the handbook are essential too.)
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54 40 OR FIGHT

Click here
or Shop > Main Storm At Sea Page

Many other variations are possible.

Beyer 133-3 (6 x 6 grid)
Also known as Grandma’s Star, Fifty Four Forty or
Fight, Garden Patch, Garden Walk, Nine Patch Star,
An Old Fashioned Pinwheel, Railroad and Texas.
You can make this with Inklingo in 5 sizes!
This design and many others can be made with the
shapes in the 5 Storm At Sea shape collections.
Storm At Sea is one of the most versatile shape
collections and there is a free Storm At Sea Design
Book when you buy any Storm At Sea shapes to print
on fabric.

These have Drunkard’s Path units in the corners.

VIDEO
The shapes in Celtic Solstice make a 9 inch block.
There is video on the Celtic Solstice page showing how
to sew the star points.
The shapes in Storm At Sea 6 inch make a 6 inch 54
40 or Fight block. Inklingo makes it easy because the
shapes are named with the finished size.
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300 PIECED HEXAGONS

300

Please also see Candied Hexagons.

Click here
or Shop > Main Hexagon Page
Did you know you can make more than 300 Pieced
Hexagons with only two sizes of 4 hexagon shapes and
4 diamond/triangle shapes?
This eBook includes 300 designs with sewing
instructions. 165 pages of inspiration.
This PDF does not include the shapes to print on fabric
but it does include 300 designs, my favorite hand and
machine piecing tips and pressing diagrams.
Inklingo makes the preparation and sewing easier than
English Paper Piecing, so you can devote yourself to
creating exciting settings and color combinations in a
choice of several sizes.
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VIDEO on the Main Hexagon Page
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APPLE CORE

Click here
or Shop > Main Shapes with Curves Page
Matching marks on the curves make this design easier
than ever before—by hand or by machine!

1 SIZE 2 inch
2.75

2.0

A larger size has been requested. See the All About
Inklingo blog and reviews by quilters on the website.

—Missy in Missouri says: Easy Easy piecing, hand OR
machine! All the lines and match points are already here when
you print with your ordinary ink-jet printer on the back of the
fabric (backed with freezer paper for stiffness). These can be
easily cut out with your rotary cutter as well. Who needs that
expensive cutter? It doesn’t have sewing lines anyway!
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Print and cut! Use scissors or a rotary cutter.
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AUNT CLARA’S QUILT

The original Aunt Clara quilt is in the collection of the
Powerhouse Museum in Australia. Visit their website
for more information about this heavily embroidered
masterpiece. Be sure to click on the quilt image and
use the magnifier tool to zoom in on the details. The
squares are black velvet, about 50 mm (2 inches).
From the museum’s description: “Family history suggests
that Clara worked on the quilt all her life and that its
imagery reflects both her daily life and its significant
events.”

Click here
or Shop > Main Hexagon Page

4 SIZES

Main Hexagon Page

Are you looking for another size? Please ask.
Hexagons are named by the length of a finished side
and that is the size of the squares too.
These hexagons are sometimes called honeycomb.

Aunt Clara’s Quilt uses the same simple shapes used
in Lucy Boston’s Patchwork of the Crosses (POTC).
The shapes have amazing potential, especially if you
fussy cut some of them with Inklingo.
Relax with two simple shapes and a running stitch.
This design is ideal for quilters who want an unusual
portable project without a lot of thinking and
planning. Print hundreds of hexagons on scraps, cut
on the lines with scissors or a rotary cutter, pick up
colors at random, and sew along the lines.
Custom Page Sizes, a feature of an ordinary Inkjet
printer, allow us to print on scraps efficiently.
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AUTUMN STARS

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 138-1 (6 x 6 grid)
Also known as Golden Chains.
This design is similar to Key West Beauty, which is on
an 8 x 8 inch grid.
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING?
Ctrl-F (find) is a handy keyboard shortcut for the Search function in this PDF—or in any computer software!
There are often several entries for a block or shape name, so keep hitting Enter to be sure you find them all!
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Beyer 138-1 is a reference to this block in The Quilter’s Album of Patchwork Patterns by Jinny Beyer (2009).
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BABY BLOCKS

60° DIAMONDS

Click here
or Shop > Main Diamond Page
Beyer 430-7
Baby Blocks has several other names like Tumbling
Blocks, Star and Box, Hexagonal Star, Block Puzzle,
etc.
There are several sizes of 60° diamonds available. Half
diamonds (triangles) are often included for more
variations. See all of the sizes in the Index of Shapes.
Use your ordinary Inkjet printer to print diamonds on
the wrong side of fabric with Inklingo.
Inklingo 60° diamonds are also used for six-pointed
stars. They fit well with hexagons to make a wide
variety of designs featured in 300 Pieced Hexagons.
If you like a portable project, you can stitch diamonds
with a running stitch. It is more portable than English
Paper Piecing (EPP) and it is easier to hide the
stitches—no templates, no basting, just print, cut, and
sew! Cut with scissors or a rotary cutter.
There are videos on the Main Diamond Page showing
how to sew inset seams by machine. The example is
hexagons for Grandmother’s Flower Garden, but the
same technique works for all other shapes.
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TIP Diamonds can be divided in half horizontally

or vertically. They are triangles, but sometimes we call
them “half diamonds.” When you are checking the
Index of Shapes, look under Diamonds and Triangles.
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BABY BUNTING

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 385-4 (14 x 14 grid)
Very similar to Dresden Plate Fancy Pieced and
Sunflower and New York Beauty.
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size! I am considering 6 inch blocks.

Sunflower
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BALLET

Print on fabric or on paper.

The Ballet shapes are also used in other designs.

Click here
or Shop > Main Millefiori Page
Ballet with Kaffe Fassett is the quilt on the cover
of Millefiori Quilts 2 (second book) by Willyne
Hammerstein.
Please see the Main Millefiori Page for video and
more information about the TWO sizes available.
Willyne teaches hand piecing with a running stitch
(not English Paper Piecing, as I originally thought) and
sewing with a running stitch is even faster and easier
if you print the shapes on fabric with Inklingo. It
speeds up the preparation, and printing the cutting
and stitching lines on fabric with your Inkjet ensures
accuracy.
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Ballet by Beth in Florida.
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BASKETS

Click here
or Shop > Main Basket Page
Inklingo makes baskets more fun!
Use a rotary cutter or scissors to cut the curves.
Use simple shapes to sew many different baskets by
machine or by hand. These blocks can be set straight
or on point.

The handle can be pieced or appliquéed. It can be a
good introduction to back-basting with the tutorial on
QuiltingHub.

Please see the Main Basket Page on the website for
sizes. There are so many baskets to choose from! See
Beyer pages 320-321.

Innovative combo layouts save fabric and time!

—Donna in NY says: Love my first 6-inch basket. This is only
my third or fourth block using Inklingo and I love the results!
I followed Linda’s back-basting lesson to appliqué the handle.
I love it! I am so happy that I discovered Inklingo!
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BEARS PAW

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 262-7 (15 x 15 grid)
There are several sizes of HST, squares and rectangles
available already, but please let me know if you are
looking for other sizes.
See the Index of Shapes to see all of the sizes available
now.
Example for a 7.5 inch Bears Paw (finished size):
Storm At Sea 6 inch includes 1 inch HST and 1 and 2
inch squares for the paws.
Baskets 6 inch includes 1.5 x 3 inch rectangles.
There are 1.5 inch squares for the center in several
shape collections (Index of Shapes), so you might
already have it, but if not, it is simple to measure and
rotary cut 2 inch squares (1.5 inch finished size). You
can combine printed and unprinted shapes easily.
This example shows how versatile the shapes in the
Storm At Sea shape collections can be!
Inklingo shapes are named with the finished size to
make it easy.
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BLAZING STAR

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 297-4 (8-pointed star grid 1)
Also known as Patchwork Design, Four-Pointed Star,
Mother’s Delight, Western Star.
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size! So far, I am considering 4.5, 6 and 9
inch blocks.

COMING SOON ?

Even when I cannot do a complete update on this
Smart Shopper’s Idea Book, I do update the SSIB Page
under the Support & Goodies tab on the website.
Please check there to see what has been added since
this update.

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING?
Ctrl-F (find) is a handy keyboard shortcut for the Search function in this PDF—or in any computer software!
There are often several entries for a block or shape name, so keep hitting Enter to be sure you find them all!
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Beyer 297-4 is a reference to this block in The Quilter’s Album of Patchwork Patterns by Jinny Beyer (2009).
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BOX QUILT PATTERN

4.5 inch
Use Celtic Solstice shape collection. (Parallelogram,
Square and HST)

Requested
Some sizes available!
Beyer 224-12 (7 x 7 grid) and 232-1 (14 x 14 grid).
Also known as Contrary Husband, Churn Dash, Box
Car Patch, Box Quilt, and Eccentric Star.
No wonder this design has been requested! It is great
for fussy cutting and can be made with diamonds or
with parallelograms. Some of the variations shown
here have been designed to eliminate inset seams.

Several Sizes
Use matching sizes of HST and Square from several
shape collections, including the very versatile Storm At
Sea shape collections!

You can make some odd sizes with shapes which are
already available. Would you like to see another size?
With diamonds or with parallelograms?
3.18 inch
Use the free Diamond Triangle Square shape
collection. (1.32 inch Diamond, 1.86 inch QST and
1.32 inch Square)
4.25 inch
Use LeMoyne Star 6 inch shape collection. (1.76
inch Diamonds, 2.49 inch QST and 1.76 inch Square)
6.37 inch
Use LeMoyne Star 9 inch shape collection. (2.64
inch Diamond, 3.73 inch QST and 2.64 inch Square)
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CANDIED HEXAGONS

The amazing variety in the original Frederica
Josephson Quilt is achieved with these blocks (above).
Arrangement of light, medium, and dark fabrics makes
the designs look very different.
With the shapes on the Inklingo # 3 CD, even more
pieced hexagon blocks are possible.

Click here
or Shop > Main Hexagon Page
Have you been inspired by Frederica Josephson’s
pieced hexagons? Many quilters are making similar
quilts and sharing their photos online. The original
can be seen at the Old Government House Museum
in Australia and in The Fabric of Society by Annette
Gero (Quilt # 13). The image above shows Ann
Tenthy’s blocks on the Inklingo Projects blog.
The original 60° hexagon blocks are about 6 x 7 inches
(3.5 inches on each side):
• 3.5 inch whole hexagon
• 3.5 inch other half hexagon
• 3.5 inch diamond
• 3.5 inch half diamond (long half )
• 3.5 inch quarter diamond
• 1.75 inch diamond
The shapes in the original quilt are all inklingoable in
other sizes. With Inklingo, there are even more 60°
shapes for hexagon blocks. Please see the Index of
Shapes on the website.
There is also a downloadable PDF with 300 Pieced
Hexagons.
The 70-page Inklingo Hexagon Quilt Design Book
is free with any hexagon shape collection.
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The photos show a few of the variations illustrated in
the Inklingo # 3 book. The blocks finish with 1.5 inch
sides, not 3.5 inch sides.
See the Index of Shapes to see all of the 60° shapes
available. If you are looking for other sizes, please ask.
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These lovely blocks were made for Candied Hexagons with Inklingo by Ann Tenthy in Australia. Google
“Candied Hexagons” to see similar hexagon blocks inspired by a pattern by Kerry Dear in Quilter’s Companion
Issue 18 and designs on the Inklingo Sampler blog.
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CAPRICCIOSO

Click here
or Shop > Main Millefiori Page
Capriccioso is one of the delightful designs
in Millefiori Quilts 3 (third book) by Willyne
Hammerstein.

This design looks wonderful with or without fussy
cutting.

Available in two sizes.

Willyne teaches hand piecing with a running stitch
(not English Paper Piecing, as I originally thought) and
sewing with a running stitch is even faster and easier
if you print the shapes on fabric with Inklingo. It
speeds up the preparation, and printing the cutting
and stitching lines on fabric with your Inkjet ensures
accuracy.
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Please see the Main Millefiori Page under the Shop
tab on the website for video and more information
about the TWO sizes available.
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CARPENTER’S WHEEL

45° DIAMONDS

Click here
or Shop > Main Diamond Page
Beyer 289-6
Also known as Square A, Black Diamond, Broken Star,
Carpenter’s Star, Circle Saw, Double Star, Dutch Rose,
Eccentric Star, The Lone Star of Paradise, Morning
Star, Octagonal Star, Star and Diamond, Star within a
Star, Twin Star, Twinkling Stars.
45° diamonds are included in the free shape
collection and LeMoyne Star, Feathered Star, Castle
Wall and Hunter’s Star shape collections.
See the Index of Shapes for all of the 45° diamonds
available so far. They are described by the length of
a finished side. (Inklingo shapes are named with the
finished size to make it easy.)
If you would like another size, please ask.
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CASTLE WALL

Click here
or Shop > Main Castle Wall Page
There are worksheets in each shape collection.
Beyer 295-1 Also known as The Castle Wall. This
block was hand pieced by Cathy in TN.
This design is perfect for quilters who like to sew
on the go! The inset seams make this a delight for
hand piecing because they create opportunities for
“continuous stitching.”
Available in several sizes.
See the Main Castle Wall Page for a list of lessons
on the All About Inklingo blog including detailed,
illustrated instructions for design variations, sewing
sequence, pressing, setting ideas, etc.
I drew this Castle Wall block so it would use squares
in all 8 positions. Traditionally, these are “not quite”
squares because otherwise the measuring would be
too difficult. When we print the shapes on fabric with
Inklingo, odd sizes are easy!

There are many advantages to printing the shapes on
fabric with Inklingo compared to using templates,
but if you prefer templates, you can print the shapes
without seam allowances on freezer paper instead of
using acrylic. (Lesson on the All About Inklingo blog)
• versatile bonus shapes
• combo layouts
• looks wonderful paired with LeMoyne Star
• lessons on the All About Inklingo blog
• lessons on Quiltinghub
• opportunities for no waste fussy cutting
There are also 45° diamonds in LeMoyne Star,
Feathered Star, and Hunter’s Star shape collections.
See the Index of Shapes for all of the 45° diamonds
available so far. They are described by the length of a
finished side. (Inklingo shapes are described with the
finished size to make it easy.)

—Cathy in TN says: These blocks are going together so well
and the kaleidoscope option for the center octagon keeps them
interesting. Just love, love, love the way they are turning out.

See more of Cathy’s fussy cut blocks on the Main
Castle Wall Page.
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The variations are endless!
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CELESTIAL STAR

As usual, there is more info
about Celestrial Star on the
All About Inklingo blog
(searchable).

Click here
or Shop > Main Celestial Star Page
Celestial Star is the cover quilt for Sharon Burgess’
Quilting on the Go . . . English Paper Piecing.
Please see the Main Celestial Star Page for more
information about the THREE sizes available.
Sharon teaches English Paper Piecing but Inklingo
quilters requested the shapes, so they could also sew by
machine or by hand with a running stitch.
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CELTIC SOLSTICE
—Hannelore in MI says: I have finished piecing my Bonnie
Hunter Mystery Quilt. Turned out PERFECT thanks to you,
Monkey and Inklingo :-). You have made me a much, much,
much better quilter. And I enjoy quilting much more now as
well. Thanks again.

Click here
or Shop > Celtic Solstice
VIDEO - Clue # 1

This Inklingo PDF includes all of the shapes for
Bonnie’s Celtic Solstice Mystery of 2013. There are
detailed clues and video lessons on the Celtic Solstice
page on the website and the blog.
Many of these shapes are available in other shape
collections. For example, Storm At Sea 9 inch includes
all of these shapes except the parallelograms. Check the
Index of Shapes under the Support tab to compare
with what you already have.

VIDEO - Easy Chevrons

—Vicki in BC, Canada says: I have just started using Inklingo
for Bonnie’s Celtic Solstice which is my first mystery quilt and I
wanted to let you know how impressed I am with your system!
The dog ears and your written and video instructions are so
well thought out and the cheat sheets are a great help as well.
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Tish in Ontario says: I am very happy to say that I have finally
mastered the Inklingo technique and I am a happy, happy
quilter. I have printed and cut all the pieces for Celtic Solstice
(which I have re-named Celtic Equinox—since it won’t be
done before spring). I am currently sewing my half square
triangles together for pinwheels using sew the whole piece before
cutting technique & I have to say I impressed the hell out of
the quilters I sewed with on Thursday! Thanks again for your
encouragement & for the very cool Inklingo system.

Inklingo includes even more quilters. With the
optional Inklingo shape collection, everyone can enjoy
the fun this time!
• Quilters who speed sew by machine.
• Quilters who need some easy, portable hand piecing
over the holidays.
• Quilters who rotary cut for speed—without
measuring!
• Quilters who need or want to use scissors for
whatever reason.
• Quilters who work scrappy from stash.
• Quilters who want to use fresh new yardage.
• Quilters who have never used Inklingo before.
• Quilters who use Inklingo already but want to learn
new tips.
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CENTURY OF PROGRESS

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 120-6 (16 x 16 grid)
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING?
Ctrl-F (find) is a handy keyboard shortcut for the Search function in this PDF—or in any computer software!
There are often several entries for a block or shape name, so keep hitting Enter to be sure you find them all!
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Beyer 120-6 is a reference to this block in The Quilter’s Album of Patchwork Patterns by Jinny Beyer (2009).
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CHIMNEY SWALLOW

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 346-5 (8-poointed star grid 3)
Also known as Arab Tent.
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size! I am considering 6 and 9 inch.
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CIRCLE OF HEARTS

Click here
or Shop > Main Appliqué Page
This one is FREE. The designs are great, but it is also
intended to show designers how their patterns can
be more fun, available in multiple sizes, and easier to
finish.
Download the Applique Printing Instructions (free
PDF) to see how easy it is to print appliqué designs in
any size with an ordinary Inkjet printer.
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We are taking requests for more appliqué shape
collections. What would you like to see next? Have
you told a designer?
Please see the Circle of Hearts on the website for a
gallery of quilt designs using this free shape collection.
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CIRCLES

Click here
or Shop > Main Circles Page
Print hundreds of circles in a few minutes and spend
your time sewing, not tracing! No templates! Use your
ordinary Inkjet printer to print circles on fabric with
Inklingo.

30 SIZES IN 2 COLLECTIONS
• Circles (smaller than 0.5 to 2 inches)
• Bigger Circles (2.125 to 4.5 inches)

There are also circles, half circles, and quarter circles
sprinkled through other shape collections, so be sure to
check the Index of Shapes.
The sizes are perfect with Perfect Circles® by Karen
Kay Buckley.

VIDEO
How to Make a Finger Pincushion
Circles are not just for appliqué!
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Bev from Texas says: This is much easier and more accurate
than drawing around templates on fabric with pen/pencil/chalk
over a sandpaper board! The needle case and finger pincushion
patterns are an added plus. :-)
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CLAMSHELL

3.0 and 3.5 inch collections

Click here
or Shop > Main Clamshell Page
Sewing with Inklingo is more fun because everything
fits perfectly, presses well, and lies flat. Clamshell with
sashing is a show-stopper. Be the first to enter one in
your guild’s show!
Several sizes of clamshell and edges are available. Please
see the Main Clamshell Page.
Partial Clamshells and sashing are provided in separate
collections, so you can buy exactly what you need.
Clamshells can be sewn by hand or by machine. The
sashing strips are challenging by machine.
Matching marks make this design more fun. Spend
your time sewing instead of preparing to sew!

Print on scraps and use scissors or a 28 mm rotary
cutter. (45 mm is a bit too big for some clamshells.)

—Theresa in England says: I can not believe how easy these are
to piece together. Being inexperienced at piecing together curved
shapes. . .The directions are clear and the clamshells go together
so easily and quickly.
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CLAMSHELL PICKLE

Click here
or Shop > Main Clamshell Page
This one is so unusual that it was called Unknown
Pattern by Barbara Brackman on the Material Culture
blog. Imagine how much fun you can have with the
cutting and stitching lines printed on the fabric with
Inklingo. It’s your choice whether you piece by hand
or by machine. The arcs are ideal for “continuous
stitching” by hand while you watch TV, and then you
can machine piece the rest for a fast finish.
Perfect for fussy cutting

3 SIZES

6.0

9.0

9.0

11.0

—Florine in California says: The 9 inch Clamshell Pickle
Pattern done with InkLingo is an absolute delight! I am using
the hybrid method of machine and hand piecing to make my
quilt called “Clammed Up With Pickled Joy.”

inklingo S M A R T

4 different Combo Layouts to use
fabric efficiently and save time.

SHOPPER

Use scissors or a rotary cutter. (A 45 mm cutter
is a bit big for the 6 inch size. 28 mm is better.)
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CLAMSHELL ROSE

Click here
or Shop > Main Clamshell Page
This beautiful clamshell design might look like
appliqué but it is entirely hand pieced! This is simpler
for many quilters, especially because sewing this design
with a running stitch (or by machine) ensures that the
petals are all perfectly symmetrical.

Every step is faster and more precise when you print
the shapes on fabric with Inklingo.

Of course , if you prefer appliqué, you can print the
shapes with Inklingo and appliqué to a background.

8 inch block

4 INCH ?

The name is Clamshell Rose 4 inch because it uses 4
inch Clamshells but you can use the shapes to make 8
inch, 9 inch, 10 inch, 12 inch and 14 inch blocks—or
even to make an entire bed quilt top with one “block.”
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There are several variations on the Clamshell Rose
page in the Shop.
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CLEOPATRA’S FAN

Pink fabric printed with
a combo layout, left.

Click here
or Shop > Main Cleopatra’s Fan Page
Beyer 363-11 (flower on 7 x 7 grid)
A Laura Wheeler design from 1934.

A CHOICE OF 3 SIZES
See why quilters love Inklingo for Cleopatra’s Fan on
the Main Cleopatra’s Fan Page under the Shop tab.
There are at least 5 good reasons!

Combo layouts save fabric and save time but there are
separate layouts for each shape too, of course.

—Cathi says: This block is a joy to stitch - with the sewing
sequence and pressing diagrams in the Inklingo Cleopatra’s
Fan Design Book, it’s dead easy to turn out a perfect block! I
wouldn’t want to make this block with anything but Inklingo,
though. With Inklingo, it’s just oh, so easy!!
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CLEOPATRA’S FAN - DESIGN

The design book will help you choose a shape collection.
Buy it first for $10 and receive a $10 credit on the shapes.

In the 1930s, the shapes were prepared with paper or
cardboard templates and scissors. The next step was
acrylic templates and a rotary cutter. Now, Inklingo
makes this design accessible to more quilters.
The design book has the “how to” and the shape
collections have the shapes to print on fabric.

Click here
or Shop > Main Cleopatra’s Fan Page
Cleopatra’s Fan is an old design by Laura Wheeler,
published in the Cincinnati Enquirer in 1934. (Beyer
363-11)
The curves in this design are very gentle and Inklingo’s
precise stitching lines and matching marks make the
curves easy to sew, either by machine or by hand.
Inklingo prints ultra-fine lines on the fabric, so you
have straight grain, perfect shapes, precision corners,
matches for easy pinning, and crosshairs to mark the
seam endings.
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There are dozens of settings in the design book.
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COLONIAL GARDEN

Click here
or Shop > Main Octagon Page
Beyer 411-10 (continuous pattern on 8-pointed star
grid)

There are more examples on the website.

This design uses octagons, kites and squares.
The kites are a perfect opportunity for fussy cutting
with Inklingo.

Another idea! Appliqué the kites to a
background for a wonderful variation of
Islamic Tile or Dresden Plate. There is
a chapter on appliqué in The Inklingo
Handbook.

No templates! Print the shapes on fabric with your
Inkjet, even for fussy cutting!
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CURVY HEXIE STAR

Click here
or Shop > Main Hexagon Page
You might be surprised by the many design
opportunities with these simple shape. Examples on
the website.
4 Sizes! Compare dimensions on the blog.

Easier to rotary cut with Inklingo than with acrylic!

Three shapes make a hexie and three hexies make a
star. See examples on the All About Inklingo blog
(searchable).
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DAISY CHAIN

Requested
Sizes not decided

Variation without curves is a perfect hexagon star!

Beyer 401-2 (hexagon grid)
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size! I am considering 3 inches, so these
would measure 6 inches across the middle from point
to point.
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DELFT MILL
NOTE

Even when I cannot do a complete update on this
Smart Shopper’s Idea Book, I do update the SSIB
page under the Support & Goodies tab on the
website. Please check there to see what has been added
since this update.

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 100-9 (8 x 8 grid)
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!
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DIAMONDS - 45°

Click here
or Shop > Main Diamond Page

—Val in Ontario says: Inklingo is a masterpiece. It allows you
to prepare quilt pieces for hand or machine piecing in minutes
and you are ready to go. Everything fits perfectly. Its the most
important tool in my quilting room.

There are several sizes in shape collections for LeMoyne Partial diamonds (triangles) are sometimes included.
Star, Hunter’s Star, Feathered Star, and Castle Wall, so See the shapes and dimensions on the product pages
under Shop.
please check the Index of Shapes.

See the gallery of quilts in the
free shape collection.
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DIAMONDS - 60°

Click here
or Shop > Main Diamond Page
Fall in love with any diamond design and you can
make it with Inklingo. Cutting and sewing diamonds
is more fun with precise lines printed on the fabric.
Relax and sew!

VIDEO! There are videos showing how to

sew Kaleidoscope Stars and Pieced Hexagons from
Diamonds on the Main Diamond Page (above).

“Half diamonds” (triangles) are often included in
Inklingo Diamond shape collections.

—Kari from Maryland says: I could spend hours (and actually
have!) stitching together stars. They go together so easily and the
precision that Inklingo has easily translates to your stitching.
Awesome!

39

60° Diamonds are provided in 4 layouts to allow you to make the best use of fabric.
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DOUBLE SUNFLOWER

Click here
or Shop > Main Sunflower Page
See the Sunflower Quilt Design Book for ideas for
using two sizes of Sunflower together. The possibilities
are amazing!

Please see the Main Sunflower Page on the website.
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DOUBLE TWISTED HEXAGONS

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 398-5
60° hexagons are available in many sizes.
If you are interested in this design, please
be sure to let me know the size.
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DOUBLE WEDDING RING

VIDEO
50 Double Wedding Ring Quilts in 2 minutes!
Everything you need to know to design and sew
Double Wedding Ring is in the design book (next page)
and the shapes are in the shape collection. The design
book is free when you buy the shapes.

Click here
or Shop > Main Double Wedding Ring Page
Double Wedding Ring is a great choice for a family
heirloom and you will get beautiful results—without
templates. You choose the number of pieces in the arcs
and whether to sew by hand or by machine. This is the
best DWR method ever!

1 SIZE &
DESIGN BOOK
• 12.0 inch
• Design Book
•

(next page)
also Pickle Dish and
Pickle Dish Add-on

The rings are fractionally less than 12 inches (11.83).

—Claudia from Spain says: I am currently assembling the
blocks, sewing arcs to center pieces and each and every piece is
right on the mark. Inklingo takes the complicated and hard out
of this pattern making it a joy to sew!
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Emphasize the arcs or the arc ends or the centers. The
video (above) will get you started.
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DOUBLE WEDDING - DESIGN

The design book will help you choose a shape collection.
Buy it first for $10 and receive a $10 credit on the shapes.

DESIGN

DESIGN
BOOK
Click here
or Shop > Main Double Wedding Ring Page
Double Wedding Ring and Pickle Dish have been
admired for the graceful curves and for the skill and
patience required to make them. With Inklingo, you
don’t have to be an expert. You can finish an heirloom
in less time than it took your grandmother just to
prepare the shapes. The interlocking rings are elegant
and you will love the results.

The design book is free when you buy the shapes. The
design book has the “how to” and the shape collections
have the shapes to print on fabric.

This is a classic favorite for showing off curved piecing
and precision stitching. Everything is easier when you
have cutting and stitching lines printed on the fabric.

—Lynda Lois in Arizona says: The printed lines on the melons
make it a dream to piece. And I can’t get over the accuracy! All
of my connecting points are perfect! It was wonderful to have
the printed lines on the fabric. You just want to sit and piece
all day long because the anxiety is taken away..
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See the many edge options in the design book.
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DOUBLE Z

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 154-1 (6 x 6 grid)
An old design from 1883.
What would you like to see next?
When you ask please specify a size! I am
considering 6 and 9 inch blocks.
These variations use Drunkard’s Path units in the corners.
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DRESDEN PLATE - APPLIQUË

Everything you need to know to design and sew
Dresden Plate is in the design book and the shapes are
in the shape collections. The design book is free when
you buy the shapes.
C-12
folded

12

B-

D-1

2
E-

A-1
2

12

A-24

F-12

Click here
or Shop > Main Dresden Plate Page
Be part of a great tradition with a design that appeals
to every generation. This collection includes a
charming variety of blades, including a folded blade,
and two sizes of circles for the center. It is so easy, you
might want to mix two or three blade shapes in each
plate.

1 SIZE & DESIGN BOOK
• 9.0 inch
• Design Book
• Main Dresden Plate Page

Endless variations!
3. trim
2. stitch
1. fold

fold line

There are hundreds of variations and combinations to
appliqué by hand or by machine.

4. press

See the 5 Star reviews and sample pages on the website!
Reviews by quilters for quilters are under the Add to
Cart button on each product page.
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DRESDEN PLATE - BASIC

Everything you need to know to design and sew
Dresden Plate is in the design book and the shapes are
in the shape collections. The design book is free when
you buy the shapes.

Click here
or Shop > Main Dresden Plate Page
Be part of a great tradition with a design that appeals
to every generation. This collection is designed for
quilters who prefer to piece as much as possible, so
the only appliqué is the circle in the middle (choice of
sizes). It includes a stunning variety of blades which
can be combined in many ways. It is so easy, you
might want to mix two or three blade shapes in each
plate. There is even a curved blade.

1 SIZE & DESIGN BOOK
• 9.0 inch
• Design Book

Mini Dresden Plate has been requested. What size would
you like?

Endless variations!
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DRESDEN PLATE - FANCY

There is a choice of many blades to make a 9 inch plate.

Click here
or Shop > Main Dresden Plate Page
Be part of a great tradition with a design that appeals
to every generation. This collection is designed for
quilters who prefer to piece as much as possible, so
the only appliqué is the circle in the middle (choice
of sizes). It includes a stunning variety of blades and
endless possibilities. It is so easy, you might want to
mix two or three blade shapes in each plate. There is
also a curved blade.

Add a row of triangles around any plate (12 inch block).

3 SIZES & DESIGN BOOK

• 9.0, 12.0, and 15 inch (all in the Fancy collection)
• Design Book

Add 2 rows of triangles around any plate (15 inch block)
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Everything you need to know to design and sew
Dresden Plate is in the design book and the shapes are
in the shape collections. The design book is free when
you buy the shapes.
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DRESDEN PLATE - DESIGN

The Inklingo Dresden Plate Design Book (74 pages,
free with a shape collection) includes everything you
need to know to design and sew a Dresden Plate quilt.

The design book will help you choose a shape collection.
Buy it first for $10 and receive a $10 credit on the shapes.

The design book is free when you buy the shapes. The
design book has the “how to” and the shape collections
have the shapes to print on fabric.

DESIGN

Click here
or Shop > Main Dresden Plate Page
You can be more creative with Dresden Plate, thanks
to Inklingo. The variety of blades and techniques for
Dresden Plate and Fan designs gives you so many great
options that it seems wrong to simply call it “Dresden
Plate.”
You can use your favorite method and finish a quilt
that will make you proud.

What blades will you choose? Inklingo gives you a
choice of many blades and a choice of methods. Hand
piece, machine piece, back-baste, foundation piece, or
combine all of the above. You will always have perfect
positioning, thanks to the precise cutting and stitching
lines printed on the fabric with Inklingo.

—Theresa in England says: I love Dresden plates and this

collection opened up so many new possibilities that I’d
Choose one of the 3 collections to get exactly what you never even heard of before. To have the option of piecing
as well as applique is wonderful.
need (previous pages), or get the Appliqué and Fancy
collections and have it all!
See more 5 Star reviews and sample pages on the
website!
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DRUNKARD’S PATH

VIDEO
Drunkard’s Path Quilts

Click here
or Shop > Main Drunkard’s Path Page
You will enjoy the process as much as the finished
quilts! Inklingo makes the sewing easier, so you can
spend your time playing with color or perfecting your
design—and there are many, many design possibilities
to get your creative juices flowing (a good kind of
drunk). You can relax when you know everything fits
perfectly and presses well.

Everything you need to know to design and sew
Drunkard’s Path is in the design book (next page), and
the shapes are in the 6 shape collections. The design
book is free when you buy the shapes.

PR E TTY VAR IATIO NS
You can sew many, many block variations with these
4 shapes. (Beyer, especially pages 352-353). See the
video on YouTube!

6 SIZES & DESIGN BOOK
unit

Use scissors or a rotary cutter with a small blade.

—Erin from Nevada says: This is by far my favorite collection!
I have more than a dozen quilts designed that use Drunkard’s
Path units thanks in part to the ease in which I was able to put
together my first Drunkard’s Path project. And I can honestly
say that I love machine piecing curves thanks to Inklingo. The
cross hairs and hatch marks make it easy to line up your pieces
perfectly. If you’ve had a Drunkard’s Path quilt on your to-do
list, you’ll want this collection!
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Some of the common variations are Old Maid’s Puzzle,
Solomon’s Puzzle, The Milkmaid’s Path, Rob Peter to Pay
Paul, Jockey Cap, Snowball, Indiana Puzzle, Polka Dots,
Chains, Snake Trail, Falling Timbers, Vine of Friendship,
Snowy Windows, Dirty Windows, Around the Mountain,
Whirling Arches, Love Ring, also Rippling Waters, Trip Around
the World, Cleopatra’s Puzzle, Fool’s Puzzle, Devil’s Puzzle,
Puzzle Boxes, King Tut’s Crown, King Tut’s Throne, Mill
Wheel, Water Mill, Around the World, Round About, Wonder
of the World, Rocky Road to Dublin, Indian Path, Algonquin
Trail, Tumbleweed, Birds of a Feather, Dove, Owls, Birds in a
Crosswind, Pictures in the Stairwell, Starry Path.

See other shapes with curves on the Main Shapes with
Curves Page under the Shop & Freebies tab.
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DRUNKARD’S PATH - DESIGN

The design book will help you choose a shape collection.
Buy it first for $10 and receive a $10 credit on the shapes.

DESIGN

Click here
or Shop > Main Drunkard’s Path Page
Drunkard’s Path shapes are amazingly versatile and
Inklingo makes them more fun for more quilters.

The design book is free when you buy the shapes. The
design book has the “how to” and the shape collections
have the shapes to print on fabric.

You can print hundreds of shapes in very little time.
You can spend extra time playing with color and
design with these fascinating shapes and still finish
sooner.

See the many options in the design book and on YouTube.

VIDEO
Drunkard’s Path Quilts

—Anneke says: All Linda’s Design Books are awesome, but this
one has the most pages (203). And all this extra space is filled
with great, exciting, surprising Drunkard’s Path Designs, 125
different ones. Can you imagine? And all that for FREE!
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DRUNKARD’S TRAIL

Click here
or Shop > Main Drunkard’s Path Page
Drunkard’s Trail is Beyer 383-4 and Brackman 3351.
This variation of Drunkard’s Path gives you even more
design opportunities. Inklingo makes the sewing easier,
so you can spend your time playing with color or
perfecting your design.

4 SIZES & DESIGN BOOK
• Main Drunkards’ Path Page

unit

Use scissors or a rotary cutter with a small blade.
Sew by hand or by machine.

VIDEO
Main Drunkards’ Path Page
There is not a separate design book for Drunkard’s
Trail. However, you can use my favorite hand and
machine piecing tips in The Inklingo Drunkard’s
Path Design Book (previous page). It is free with the
purchase of any Drunkard’s Trail shape collection.
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DUTCH PUZZLE

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 258-8 (13 x 13 grid)
This could be a very nice way to set 6 inch blocks.
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size! I am considering 12 inch blocks, so the
center square would be 6 inches.
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DUTCH TILE

Click here
or Shop > Main Diamond Page

Beyer 430-12

Beyer 430-11
Any of the existing 60° diamonds can be used to make
this design. Please see sizes in the Index of Shapes.

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING?
Ctrl-F (find) is a handy keyboard shortcut for the Search function in this PDF—or in any computer software!
There are often several entries for a block or shape name, so keep hitting Enter to be sure you find them all!
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Beyer 430-11 is a reference to this block in The Quilter’s Album of Patchwork Patterns by Jinny Beyer (2009).
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ELONGATED HEXAGONS 60°

Click here
or Shop > Main Hexagon Page
Please see sizes in the Index of Shapes.
If you would like a size which is not available yet,
please ask!

This is one of the designs on the Inklingo Shape Collection # 3 CD.
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ENDLESS CHAIN

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 401-1
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!

This design is similar to Valse Brillante, which is one
of the Millefiori Quilts designs (available) and has a
hexagon in the center instead of a circle.

This design looks similar to Joseph’s
Coat, but without the curves.
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FANS

Quarter blocks from the Dresden Fancy Shape Collection.
You have a choice of many different blades.

Click here
or Shop > Main Shapes with Curves Page
Be more creative with the shapes in Dresden Plate,
New York Beauty and Sunflower Shape Collections!
A quarter of these designs is perfect for fans.
There are so many different blades in the three
Dresden Plate Shape Collections (Appliqué, Basic,
Fancy) that we can’t show all of them on one page.

Quarter blocks from the Sunflower Shape Collections.

Inklingo shape collections are so versatile that
it is sometimes difficult to name them. Fans
can be made from several different collections.
One of many blades in the Dresden Appliqué Shape Collection.

Just a few examples from the Dresden Basic Shape Collection.
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Unlimited choices in the Dresden Fancy Shape Collection.
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FARMER’S FANCY

Click here
or Shop > Main Dresden Plate Page

Fill the center with the staggering choice of blades in this
shape collection!

Also known as Farmer’s Delight. Beyer 377-3.
This 15 inch block can be made with the Dresden
Plate Fancy Pieced shape collection.

These are just a few of the endless possibilities!
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FASCINATION

Click here
or Shop > Main Hexagon Page
This design can be made in several sizes with Inklingo.
Every 60° hexagon shape collection includes this half
hexagon shape. (Beyer 432-5)
See the sizes in the Index of Shapes.
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FEATHERED STAR

Click here
or Shop > Main Feathered Star Page

See Kathy Timmons’ fussy cut Feathered Star blocks in the
Yahoo photo albums.

This Feathered Star is not just for experts!
Thanks to Inklingo, you can make a stunning block
and benefit from 3 Inklingo innovations: a simple
way of sewing hundreds of triangles into feathers by
printing one fabric; a simple pressing guide to check
accuracy; and unprecedented design choices because
you can use any 4.5, 6, or 9 inch block in the center!

3 SIZES & DESIGN BOOK
Choose from 3 collections to buy exactly what you
need.

Printing Inklingo shapes on the fabric makes every step
faster and easier. Use some of the time you save to “fussy
print” the shapes!

Everything you need to know to design and sew
Feathered Stars is in the design book (next page), and
the shapes are in the 3 shape collections. The design
book is free when you buy the shapes.

VIDEO
—Kathy in Tennessee says: The feathered star went together
Inklingo Feathered Star in 1 minute!
easily and perfectly. It was so nice to not have to worry about
measuring all of the different size pieces. Just print, cut and sew.
It is much easier than traditional methods that I have used.
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FEATHERED STAR - DESIGN

The design book will help you choose a shape collection.
Buy it first for $10 and receive a $10 credit on the shapes.

The design book is free when you buy the shapes. The
design book has the “how to” and the shape collections
have the shapes to print on fabric. There is a complete
description on the website.

Inklingo gives you
unlimited design choices!

DESIGN

Click here
or Shop > Main Feathered Star Page

WITH

Sew a gorgeous Feathered Star with “print, layer,
stitch & cut” triangles. Get impressive results with
the innovative pressing guide. Inklingo makes the
construction easier, so you can devote your time to
creating exciting settings and color combinations.

inklingo

• choose from 3 sizes (previous page)
• follow a traditional pattern or get creative with the
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

worksheets
use the method you enjoy—machine, hand, or both
fussy cut (fussy print) for impressive effects
use small scraps or strips (Jelly Rolls), or use the
yardage diagrams to buy what you need
use fabric efficiently and save time with a choice of
regular or combo layouts
use optional layouts for straight grain or directional
fabric for even more design options
sew perfect feathers quickly by printing just one of
the fabrics—no templates, no measuring
sew quickly and accurately thanks to the precision
corners and helpful matches

My objective is to allow quilters to use any standard
blocks in the center (e.g. 4.5 inch, 6 inch, 9 inch) to
give maximum design flexibility (red box above). This
means the feather triangles are very odd sizes, but
Inklingo quilters do not have to measure the feathers
to cut them, so this great new approach is possible.
—Cathi in Ontario says: This book is an absolute must-have!!
The level of detail and the fabulous technique tips make it one of
the best references one could have on making a Feathered Star.
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FLOWER POWER ADD-ON

Click here
or Shop > Main Millefiori Page
Flower Power is one of the amazing designs
in Millefiori Quilts 3 (third book) by Willyne
Hammerstein. It looks wonderful with or without
fussy cutting.

Willyne teaches hand piecing with a running stitch
(not English Paper Piecing, as I originally thought) and
sewing with a running stitch is even faster and easier
if you print the shapes on fabric with Inklingo. It
speeds up the preparation, and printing the cutting
and stitching lines on fabric with your Inkjet ensures
accuracy.
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This “add-on” shape collection is for quilters who also
have the 60° Diamond 1 inch shape collection and
just need the additional shapes used in Flower Power.
This “add-on” shape collection means that quilters
don’t have to buy the same shapes twice.
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FLOWERING SNOWBALL

Requested
Sizes not decided
Brackman 3081
Also see Joseph’s Coat and Orange Peel.
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!
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FLOWERS

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 214 shows many flower variations.
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!
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FLYING GEESE

VIDEO
Inklingo Flying Geese

FREE INSTRUCTIONS

Make some right now! Download the free shape
collection for Diamonds/Triangles/Squares and follow
the illustrations in the free Triangle Tips PDF.

Click here
or Support > Index of Shapes > HST
If you need flying geese and you want them to be
perfect every time, Inklingo is right for you—without
weird rulers (and confusing instructions), without
adding 7/8, without sewing through paper (and
picking it off). Print one fabric, layer, stitch, and cut.
It’s like magic. You only need to know the desired
finished size.

Inklingo makes it easy because all shapes are named
with the finished size. The math is done for you.

Start with any Inklingo Half Square Triangle (HST)
and make 4 Flying Geese at a time—and only print
one of the two fabrics.

—Missy from Missouri says: Wow! We can ditch the Thangles,
pencils, rulers and 7/8” for seam allowances. Just cut freezer
paper and fabric to size, print, layer and sew! This is GREAT
for machine piecing and no paper to tear off.
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There are 24 sizes of HST in two shape collections
(HST 00A, HST 00B) plus many other sizes sprinkled
into other shape collections, like Storm At Sea (3 sizes
in each of 5 collections), Feathered Star (2 sizes in
each of 3 collections), the 1.0 in POTC collection (2
sizes), the 6 inch LeMoyne Star, and the free shape
collection for Diamonds/Triangles/Squares. Sizes are
always up-to-date in the Index of Shapes. HST are
used for Flying Geese and many other blocks.

F)

.

MANY SIZES
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FLYING SWALLOWS

Requested
Some sizes available now!
Beyer 303-10 (8-pointed star grid 4)
Any of the existing 45° diamonds and triangles can
be used to make this design. You can start with the
free shape collection with Diamonds, Triangles, and
Squares
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!
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FRIENDSHIP CIRCLE

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 304-12 (8-pointed star grid 2)
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size! I am considering 6 and 9 inch blocks.
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GEORGE B

Requested
Some sizes available now
Beyer 414-10 (continuous pattern on 32 x 32 grid)
This design uses 45° diamonds, two sizes of squares,
and Quarter Square Triangles (QST).
Some sizes are available in different shape collections
already. For example, you can use 1.5 inch 45°
diamonds, 3 inch square, 4.5 inch square and 6.36
inch QST. The block as shown above would be 18.82
inches (finished).
The squares could be replaced with any pieced or
appliqué blocks.
Compare with Hunter’s Star.
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!
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GEORGETOWN CIRCLE

(no image yet)

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 373-10 and 373-11 and 373-12
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!
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GIANT DAHLIA

(no image yet)

Requested
Sizes not decided
Brackman 4015
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!
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Dahlia is similar to variations of Ribbon Flower,
which is available as a 12 inch block.
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GLORY DESIGN

Click here
or Shop > Main Diamond Page
Beyer 394-6
This design is made with 60° diamonds. There are
several sizes listed in the Index of Shapes.

TIP

Diamonds can be divided in half horizontally
or vertically. They are triangles, but sometimes we call
them “half diamonds.” When you are checking the
Index of Shapes, look under Diamonds and Triangles.
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GODEY DESIGN
NOTE

Even when I cannot do a complete update on this
Smart Shopper’s Idea Book, I do update the SSIB
page under the Support & Goodies tab on the
website. Please check there to see what has been added
since this update.

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 163-1 (12 x 12 grid)
Also known as Light and Shadow.
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!
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GOLDEN WEDDING RING

Requested
COMING SOON!
Beyer 420-9
Golden Wedding Ring is an amazing design with
6 sets of arcs around the center instead of 4 arcs in
Double Wedding Ring.

JULY 2018 COMING SOON

Even when I cannot do a complete update on this
Smart Shopper’s Idea Book, I do update the SSIB page
under the Support & Goodies tab on the website.
Please check there to see what has been added since
this update.
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GRANDMOTHER’S FLOWER
GARDEN (GFG)

Layouts for rotary cutting and for scissors.

Click here
or Shop > Main Hexagon Page
Beyer 432-1
There are many articles on the All About Inklingo
blog and the website, including:
• a 3-minute VIDEO showing how to sew GFG
flowers with a running stitch by hand
• a short VIDEO showing how to sew GFG flowers
by machine

Some sizes can be printed on Jelly Rolls or other strips
and scraps.

The 70-page Inklingo Hexagon Quilt Design Book
is free with any hexagon shape collection.
There are many sizes of 60° hexagons. They are listed
in the Index of Shapes.
I do not recommend EPP for hexagons. On the other
hand, there are 8 Good Ways to Use Inklingo for
EPP if that is the method you love. See why Kerry
switched from EPP to Inklingo on her blog.

VIDEO
Grandmother’s Flower Garden

Please also see the page for 60° Hexagons in this Idea
Book.
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GREEK CROSS

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 322-1 (6 x 6 grid)
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size! I am considering 3 inch, 4.5 inch, 6 inch
and 9 inch blocks.

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING?
Ctrl-F (find) is a handy keyboard shortcut for the Search function in this PDF—or in any computer software!
There are often several entries for a block or shape name, so keep hitting Enter to be sure you find them all!
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Beyer 322-1 is a reference to this block in The Quilter’s Album of Patchwork Patterns by Jinny Beyer (2009).
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HALF SQUARE TRIANGLES
Finished Size +
Straight Grain

Triangles are so important that many methods have
been developed to make them. There are specialty
rulers and paper piecing guides, but none have as
many advantages as Inklingo. With Inklingo, there is
no tricky measuring or math, and no paper to pick off
afterwards.
If you are using a pre-Inklingo pattern for Snowball,
Flying Geese, Sawtooth Squares, and other blocks
where the triangles have straight grain on the two short
sides, use HST. If the straight grain is on the longest
side, use Quarter Square Triangles (QST).

Click here
or Shop > Main Triangle Page
Inklingo triangles are more fun and turn out better
than with any other method. Half Square Triangles
(HST) are used in many different blocks and border
designs. You will be proud of your quilts when the
triangles look good, and you can finish faster with
Inklingo—and start the next quilt.

MANY SIZES

There are 24 sizes of HST in two shape collections
(HST 00A, HST 00B) plus many other sizes sprinkled
into other shape collections, like Storm At Sea (3 sizes
in each of 5 collections), Feathered Star (2 sizes in
each of 3 collections), the 1.0 in POTC collection (2
sizes), the 6 inch LeMoyne Star, and the free shape
collection for Diamonds/Triangles/Squares. Sizes are
always up-to-date in the Index of Shapes. HST are
used for Flying Geese and many other blocks.
All you need to know is the required finished size,
which is the length of the short sides without seam
allowances (above).

—Pines from Virginia says: I used the Inklingo to print halfsquare triangles onto five-inch charm squares. I was able to
print out over 4,000 of them in just a fraction of the time. . .
Inklingo is a great-time saver and I would recommend it to
everyone!
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VIDEO
Inklingo Half Square Triangles

Print only one fabric to make 16 Sawtooth squares.
In many cases, you only need to print one fabric to cut
and sew many other fabrics. See the free Triangle Tips
PDF for details.

PRINT AND SEW TRIANGLES
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Make some right now! Download the free shape
collection for Diamonds/Triangles/Squares.
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HEARTS

Requested
Sizes not decided
Inklingo quilters have requested a shape collection
with hearts in different sizes to print on the front of
fabric for appliqué.
Also see the free Circle of Hearts shape collection.
What would you like to see next?
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HEARTS & GIZZARDS

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 389-8 (hearts on 8 x 8 grid)
Also known as Lover’s Knot, Dutch Rose, Dutch
Windmill, Lazy Daisy, Martha’s Choice, Mill Wheel,
Petal Quilt, Pierrot’s Pom Pom, Spring Blossoms,
Springtime Blossoms, Tennessee Snowball, Wheel of
Fortune, Windmill.
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size! I am considering 6 and 9 inch blocks.
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HEXAGONS - 60°

No templates! No measuring! No basting! Use scissors,
or cut several layers at a time with a rotary cutter. Sew
by hand or by machine, as shown on YouTube.

Everything you need to know to design and sew a
hexagon quilt is in the design book (next page), and the
shapes are in the shape collections.

Click here
or Shop > Main Hexagon Page
Use your ordinary Inkjet printer to print hexagons
on the wrong side of fabric with Inklingo. Skip the
templates. Skip the basting. If you like a portable
project, this is the best way and you can sew hexagons
with a running stitch. It is more portable than English
Paper Piecing (EPP) and it is easier to hide the stitches.
Just print, cut, and sew!

MANY SIZES & DESIGN BOOK

I do not recommend EPP for hexagons. On the other
hand, there are 8 Good Ways to Use Inklingo for
EPP if that is the method you prefer. See why Kerry
switched from EPP to Inklingo on her blog.

—Bruce from MN says: Linda and Monkey make hand
piecing easy and fun. The shapes print out perfectly every time.
The directions are clear and easy to follow.
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VIDEO
How to sew hexagons by hand

VIDEO
How to sew hexagons by machine
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HEXAGON - DESIGN

The design book will help you choose a shape collection.
Buy it first for $10 and receive a $10 credit on the shapes.

The Inklingo Hexagon Quilt Design Book (70
pages, free with a shape collection) includes everything
you need to know to design and sew with hexagons.
The design book is free when you buy the shapes. The
design book has the “how to” and the shape collections
have the shapes to print on fabric.

DESIGN
Click here
or Shop > Main Hexagon Page

Use half and quarter hexagons for edges, borders, and
many other blocks.

Print hundreds of shapes quickly and spend your time
sewing—not making templates, basting, and whipstitching! Use scissors or a rotary cutter.
With Inklingo’s precise stitching lines and crosshairs to
mark the seam endings, you can make a better quilt in
less time, and it is more portable because there are no
templates to weigh you down.

Print on fabric or print on paper!
Inklingo makes the construction easier, so you can
devote your efforts to creating exciting settings and
color combinations for Grandmother’s Flower Garden
and other hexagon quilts.

—Anneke from Holland says: Wonderful book! No need to ever
buy another hexagon quilt book if you have this, because it
makes it so easy to plan and execute your own designs.
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Inklingo shape collections include the shapes without
seam allowances to print on paper, just in case you
need templates.
There are 8 Good Ways to Use Inklingo for EPP if
that is the method you prefer.
In addition to the layouts with seam allowances, there
are also layouts of hexagons with seam allowances for
scissors cutting and for rotary cutting.
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HEXAGONS - 90°
Scissors
or
Rotary

Click here
or Shop > Main Lucy Boston Page

Lucy Boston created her astonishing Patchwork of the
Crosses (POTC) with only two shapes. You can make
a POTC with just a shape collection, but the book
includes wonderful close-up photos of the original
quilt (including a centerfold) and detailed instructions.

If you like a portable project, you can use your
ordinary Inkjet printer to print hexagons and sew
with a running stitch. It is more portable than English
Paper Piecing (EPP). Use fabric efficiently or fussy cut
with Inklingo. Use scissors or a rotary cutter.

4 SIZES & BOOK

• Main Lucy Boston Page
• Patchwork of the Crosses (POTC)
(paper book, 32 pages)

VIDEO
Rotary cut POTC hexagons

VIDEO
Choosing Fabric for POTC

—Maryam from Kansas says: Inklingo is by far the best and
easiest way to work with this shape.
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There are 2 methods of fussy cutting on the blog.
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HIDDEN STAR

Click here
or Shop > Main 60° Shapes Page
Beyer 393-11
This design can be made with existing hexagon and
60° diamond shape collections.
Please see 300 Pieced Hexagons too.
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!
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HOURGLASS

QST are used for Hourglass and many other blocks.
Inklingo makes it easy because all shapes are named
with the finished size. The math is done for you!
Inklingo makes new sewing methods possible because
the cutting and stitching lines are printed on the
fabric.

Click here
or Shop > Main Triangles Page
This is fun!
• Print one fabric
• Layer with unprinted fabric
• Stitch
• Cut!
Inklingo eliminates the math, the measuring, and the
paper templates, so you get perfect results every time
and have more fun sewing.
For this block, the triangles have straight grain on the
longest side, so they are Quarter Square Triangles
(QST). For Flying Geese, Sawtooth Squares, and other
blocks where the triangles have straight grain on the
two short sides, use Inklingo Half Square Triangles
(HST) instead.

MANY SIZES

There are different sizes of QST in several shape
collections. The list is always up-to-date in the Index
of Shapes.

Triangles are so important that many methods have
been developed to make them. There are specialty
rulers and paper piecing guides, but none have as
many advantages as Inklingo.

FREE INSTRUCTIONS

In many cases, you only need to print one fabric to cut
and sew many other fabrics. See the free Triangle Tips
PDF for details.

PRINT AND SEW TRIANGLES
Make some right now! Download the free shape
collection for Diamonds/Triangles/Squares.

—Sue from Wytheville says: I am still working on my free Inklingo star but you cant say enough for this product. I
have made 10 stars so far and trying to make it to 20. I plan on getting this download when I finish the star so I can
move on to other projects. Thanks for such a great product
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HOUSE

(no image yet)

Requested
Sizes not decided
School House is available and a mini version has been
requested.
Beyer 252 (full page of variations)
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!
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HUMMINGBIRD

Click here
or Shop > Main Triangles Page
Beyer 146-8 (6 x 6 grid)
Also known as Bright Star, Budding Roses, Crow’s
Feet, Maple Leaf, Rose Bud, Rosebud.
This design uses 3 sizes of Half Square Triangles (HST,
straight grain on the two short sides).
For example, for a 6 inch block, you would need HST
1 inch, 2 inch and 3 inch. If you check the Index of
Shapes, you will find them all in one shape collection!
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING?
Ctrl-F (find) is a handy keyboard shortcut for the Search function in this PDF—or in any computer software!
There are often several entries for a block or shape name, so keep hitting Enter to be sure you find them all!
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Beyer 146-8 is a reference to this block in The Quilter’s Album of Patchwork Patterns by Jinny Beyer (2009).
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HUNTER’S STAR

Click here
or Shop > Main Hunter’s Star Page
3 sizes + Design Book (next page)
Hunter’s Star/Hunter Star was first called Indian
Arrowhead. It is an old design. (Beyer 291-1 and 2912) Sew by hand or by machine.

—Leanne from Australia wrote: Wonderful shapes but what
really makes this so great are all the comprehensive instructions
you get. A beginner can do this fabulous patch now.
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Use all three sizes together!

No measuring, no weird rulers. Just print, cut, and sew.

Choose from 3 sizes and buy exactly what you need.
The Inklingo Hunter’s Star Design Book is free
when you buy the shapes.
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Please see the Main Hunter’s Star Page.
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HUNTER’S STAR - DESIGN

The design book will help you choose a shape collection.
Free for a limited time.

DESIGN

Click here
or Shop > Main Hunter’s Star Page
The Inklingo Hunter’s Star Design Book (115 pages,
free for a limited time) includes everything you need to
know to design and sew a Hunter’s Star quilt:
• notes about fabric selection
• design notes that will inspire you
• step-by-step, illustrated assembly instructions
• my favorite hand and machine piecing tips
• illustrated diagrams for trimming and pressing
• worksheets with many variations using 1, 2. or 3
sizes

The design book is free for a limited time. The design
book has the “how to” and the shape collections have
the shapes to print on fabric.

WITH

inklingo

• choose from 3 sizes (previous page)
• follow a traditional pattern or get creative with the
worksheets using 1, 2, or 3 sizes

• use the method you enjoy—machine, hand, or both
• cut without measuring, using a rotary cutter or
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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scissors
fussy cut (fussy print) for impressive effects
use small scraps or strips (Jelly Rolls), or use the
yardage diagrams to buy what you need
use fabric efficiently and save time with a choice of
regular or combo layouts
use optional layouts for straight grain or directional
fabric for even more design options
sew quickly and accurately thanks to the precision
corners and helpful matches
learn how to layer to cut to minimize the printing
use the unique illustrated one-page guide as
reference beside the sewing machine
make many other designs with these versatile shapes
create unique, exciting border designs

See the articles on the All About Inklingo blog.
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IETSIE PIETSIE PIZZICATO

Click here
or Shop > Main Millefiori Page
Available! Please see the Main Millefiori Page under
the Shop tab on the website for video and more
information.

Print the shapes on fabric to make this design as easy
as possible.

Willyne teaches hand piecing with a running stitch
(not English Paper Piecing, as I originally thought) and
sewing with a running stitch is even faster and easier
if you print the shapes on fabric with Inklingo. It
speeds up the preparation, and printing the cutting
and stitching lines on fabric with your Inkjet ensures
accuracy.
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INDIAN SUMMER

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 383-11
What would you like to
see next? When you ask
please specify a size! I am
considering 9 and 12 inch
blocks.
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INKLINGO STAR

Click here
or Shop > Main Star Page

Another variation! This is perfect for fussy cutting.

Inklingo Star is a 9 inch block.
It is easier to sew with Inklingo than with any other
method. The 6 sided kite shape is used with the
diamond from the FREE Diamond/Triangles/Square
shape collection.

The tiny seam between the point of the small diamond
and the inset is not sewn, but it works perfectly the way
the seams are pressed. It also makes Inklingo Star easier to
sew than it looks. (Don’t tell anyone.)

I named this variation “Morse Star” after Inspector
Morse.
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INSANITY QUILT

Rhonda Pearce made her quilt with English Paper
Piecing. Inklingo quilters do it without templates,
without measuring, and without basting. Use scissors,
or cut several layers at a time with a rotary cutter.

Click here
or Shop > Main Hexagon Page
Have you been inspired by Rhonda Pearce’s prizewinning Insanity Quilt? It was on the cover of
Australian Patchwork & Quilting Vol. 16 No. 6 in 2007.
Some Inklingo quilters have printed more than ten
thousand 0.5 inch hexagons with Inklingo and sewn
the quilt by hand. You can see these quilts in progress
on the blog.
Deanna in Michigan made the quilt top shown above
with more than 10,300 Inklingo hexagons. Google
“Insanity Quilt” to see other examples. There are also
several photos on the Inklingo Projects blog and the
All About Inklingo blog.

Rotary

Scissors

A choice of layouts to use fabric efficiently

The same issue of AP&Q happens to include a review
of Inklingo Shape Collection # 3 on page 9.
There was an error in the magazine’s diagram for the
Rhonda’s Insanity Quilt pattern, but they issued a
corrected diagram which was available online.
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Print on scraps, cut and sew!
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ISLAMIC TILE

The Patchworks of Lucy Boston by Diana Boston
Requested
Sizes not decided
Made in 1984 by Lucy Boston, at the age of 92.
Several of the quilts in The Patchworks of Lucy Boston
are inklingoable now, and the rest have been requested.
See Shop > Main Lucy Boston Page.
Islamic tile uses this unique shape and others.

With 90° kites (see the Index of Shapes), there
is a wonderful opportunity for fussy cutting
a kaleidoscope effect. Lucy Boston would be
pleased.
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JANE AUSTEN

Click here
or Shop > Main Jane Austen Page
When Jane Austen and her sister and mother made
their quilt, there were no sewing machines. As long as
they used accurate templates, everything fit together.
The angles on the diamonds are not commonly used,
but you don’t have to care about math at all when you
print the cutting and stitching lines on the fabric with
Inklingo. It goes together quickly by machine or by
hand, so you can spend the extra time re-reading all of
her timeless novels.
Please refer to the Main Jane Austen Page and the
Main Quilted Diamonds Page on the website.
There is also a Jane Austen tab on the website where
you will find photos of my trip to Chawton, Bath and
Winchester.

—Pam from Australia says: This is one on my favourite
collections. I love the ease of printing both the large and small
diamonds. The sashing match marks make putting the top
together a breeze. It works perfectly with scraps as well.
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JAPANESE X

Click here
or Shop > Main Hexagon Page
The Spool Block goes back to Nancy Cabot in 1938. It
is Beyer 186-2 and Brackman 1970.
This old Spool Block has become popular recently
as “Japanese X” because of a quilt exhibited in Japan
by Setsuko Inagawa. I was inspired by a gorgeous
variation by Carol Skinner of Panama, who gave me
permission to use photos she took of her blocks.
The Inklingo Spool shape collection includes the
shapes separately in a variety of layouts, in Combo
layouts, and without seam allowances.
Also see the Spool Block.
Please see the Index of Shapes on the website.
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JOB’S TROUBLE

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 351-7
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size! I am considering 6 and 9 inch blocks.
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JOSEPH`S COAT

Print shapes on scraps and spend your time sewing
instead of prepping and basting. It’s portable and fun.
The curves are so gentle that there is no need to clip.
They ares easy to sew by hand or by machine.
Use scissors or a rotary cutter. This design is easier than
ever before, thanks to matching marks printed on the
fabric and an unusual pressing strategy.

Click here
or Shop > Main Shapes with Curves Page
Make all of your friends envious with this one! If you
are new to curved piecing, this is the perfect way to
start. Your Coat of Many Colors can be a great stash
buster. The worksheets and illustrations make it easy
to decide how much fabric you need. You don’t have
to tell anyone how simple it is with Inklingo, but we
hope you will. Appliqué or piece by hand or machine.
Also see the All About Inklingo blog and reviews by
quilters on the website.

1 SIZE, 2 SHAPES

6.0 inch melon Makes a 12 inch block (above).
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VIDEO
How to Rotary Cut Curves
We think you might be surprised how easy it is to
rotary cut curves when you have lines printed on the
fabric.
Back-basting

—Cathi from Ontario says: Wow! Such a great old design
made so amazingly achievable thanks to Inklingo’s perfect
stitching lines & matching points.
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KALEIDOSCOPE

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 413-7 (continuous pattern on 8-pointed star
grid 1)
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!
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KANSAS DUGOUT

Click here
or Shop > Main Hexagon Page
Beyer 411-2 (continuous pattern on 8 x 8 grid)
Also known as Godey Design, Church Window, Five
Cross, Going Home, Grandmother’s Dream, Lattice
Block, Lovely Patchwork, Old Fashioned Quilt,
The Ozark Tile Pattern, Puss in the Corner, Road to
Tennessee.
These shapes are already available in some sizes with
the 90° hexagons.
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!

inklingo S M A R T
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KANSAS SUNFLOWER

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 361-5 (flower on 40 x 40 grid)
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!
Please see the Sunflower and Dresden Plate shape
collections which are already available.

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING?
Ctrl-F (find) is a handy keyboard shortcut for the Search function in this PDF—or in any computer software!
There are often several entries for a block or shape name, so keep hitting Enter to be sure you find them all!
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Beyer 361-5 is a reference to this block in The Quilter’s Album of Patchwork Patterns by Jinny Beyer (2009).
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KEY WEST BEAUTY

Click here
or Shop > Main Key West Page
This design looks wonderful with or without fussy
cutting.

Beyer 82-6 and 82-7 (8 x 8 grid)
Available in three sizes!
Also known as Key West and Key West Star.

The Case of the Stranger in Margaritaville (COTSIM)
uses the Key West Beauty 6 inch shape collection.
Mystery quilts are intended to be a great intro to
printing on fabric.

inklingo S M A R T
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The shape collections include detailed, illustrated
instructions.
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KEYBOARD PATCHWORK

The shapes for this design are in the Octagon Shape
Collection. Each side of the octagons is 0.75 inches.
Click here
or Shop > Main Lucy Boston Page

Please see the Index of Shapes on the website.

This design is one of many Inklingoable designs in The
Patchworks of Lucy Boston by Diana Boston.

Everything is easier when you print the cutting and stitching lines on fabric with your Inkjet printer!
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KING DAVID’S CROWN

Requested in 6 inch size
Sizes not decided
Beyer 355-11 (Strawberry on 8-pointed star grid 1)
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!

inklingo S M A R T
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KITES

Ballet kite (5 make a star)

Click here
or Support > Index of Shapes
Kites are available in several shape collections, like
Rose Star, Feathered Star, Colonial Garden, Inklingo
Star and Periwinkle Octagon.
This is just a sample. There are several sizes of these
plus irregular kites available for specific designs.
Kites are listed on the Polygons page in the Index of
Shapes. Please compare the types of kites there.

Feathered Star and Celestial Star (1/8 of an octagon)

Rose Star (1/6 of an hexagon)
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Celestial Star (90° corner)
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KLOSJES (SPOOLS)

Click here
or Shop > Main Lucy Boston Page
Hexagons are named by the length of a finished side,
and that is the size of the squares too.
There is a choice of sizes.
The half hexagons must have a 90° angle to fit with
squares, so they are not 60° hexagons like the ones
used in Grandmother’s Flower Garden. There is more
information about hexagons on other pages of this
Idea Book and on the website.
Compare with Aunt Clara’s Quilt in this Idea Book.
With 1.0 inch squares and half 90° hexagons, the
block is 2.41 inches (finished).
With 1.5 inch squares and half 90° hexagons, the
block is 3.62 inches (finished).
Please see the Index of Shapes on the website.
There is also info on the All About Inklingo blog.
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LADY OF THE LAKE

Click here
or Shop > Main Triangle Page
Beyer 191-9 (5 x 5 grid)
Also known as Hills of Vermont.
This design uses two sizes of Half Square Triangles
(HST), so there is straight grain on the outside edges
of the block.
All Inklingo shapes are named with the finished size
to make it easy. The illustration shows that the large
triangles are three times the size of the small ones, so
you could make a 5 inch block with 1.0 inch and 3.0
inch HST from Half Square Triangles 00B.
See the features listed on the Half Square Triangle page
of this Idea Book too.
Please see triangle sizes in the Index of Shapes.
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Beyer 322-5 is also called Lady of the Lake and
Galahad’s Shield. (6 x 6 grid)
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LAUREL WREAH

Requested
Sizes not decided

Laurel Wreath uses parallelograms instead of
diamonds. A very similar design can be made with any
of the LeMoyne Star shape collections, including the
free shape collection for Diamond Triangle Square.

Beyer 141-12 (6 x 6 grid)
Also known as North Carolina.
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!

This design is also very similar to Jim Dandy, Beyer
141-11 (6 x 6 grid).
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LEAF SASHING

Traditional
example with
appliqué

Inklingo
example,
pieced

Click here
or Shop > Main Leaf Sashing Page
Traditionally, quilters have presented pieced blocks
as flowers by adding appliqué leaves. Variations of
Carolina Lily are a good example (top right).

3 SIZES

This new sashing from Inklingo is a
beautiful option for setting square blocks as flowers.
Please see more Leaf Sashing quilt layouts and articles
on the All About Inklingo blog.

inklingo S M A R T
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LEAVES

(no image yet)

Requested
Sizes not decided
Inklingo quilters have requested a shape collection
with various leaves in different sizes to print on the
front of fabric for appliqué.
If you prefer piecing, please see the Leaf Sashing shape
collections (previous page).
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!

inklingo S M A R T
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LEMOYNE STAR

A simple approach to machine piecing inset seams is
possible with Inklingo.
Click here
or Shop > Main Star Page or Main Diamond Page
Beyer 276-1 (8-pointed star grid 1)
Also known as Star, Diamond Star, Eight Point Star,
Eight Pointed Star, Hanging Diamonds, Lemon Star,
Lone Star, Simple Star, Star of Lemoyne, Star of the
East, Sunlight and Shadows, The Star, Variable Star,
etc.

Instructions on the All About Inklingo blog.
Use the simple one-page guide beside the sewing
machine.
Please also see the Main Diamond Page or the Main
Star Page on the website.

4 SIZES - 3, 4.5 (free), 6 and 9

12 inch LeMoyne Star has been requested.
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Stars are ideal for fussy cutting. Instructions on the All About Inklingo blog.
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LINOLEUM

Click here
or Shop > Main Hexagon Page
Beyer 132-10 (6 x 6 grid)
5.41 inch block using 90° Hexagon 1 inch and related
shapes.
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LOG CABIN

Click here
or Shop > Main Log Cabin Page
If you love Log Cabin—and many quilters do—you
will enjoy it even more with the logs printed on the
fabric. It’s fun for children (or your inner child) and
it is a great way to use up small scraps. It can be as
modern or as old-fashioned as you like.

There are many variations with names like Sunshine
and Shadows, Light and Dark, Straight Furrow, White
House Steps, Court House Steps, Cabin in the Woods,
Interlaced Block, Carpenter’s Square, and others.

3 SIZES!

If you are looking for another size, please ask.

Why print rectangles?
• Some quilters want to use scissors.
• Quilters love the accuracy of perfectly printed
shapes without measuring.
• Quilters love having matching marks and stitching
lines on every piece, so they can hand piece when
they are on the go and machine piece when they
need speed.
• Quilters love the way Inklingo helps them use
scraps.
• Quilters love the way Inklingo helps them estimate
how much fabric to buy.

—Cathi in Toronto says: This is an absolute must-have
collection. The rectangles add so many design possibilities to so
many blocks!

inklingo S M A R T
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A choice of regular or combo layouts allows you to use
fabric efficiently and save time.
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Beyer 254-10 Carpenter’s Square is one of many
possible variations.
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LONE STAR

Click here
or Shop > Main Diamond Page
Tilde in Copenhagen made this Lone Star with
the diamonds in the 6 inch LeMoyne Star Shape
Collection. There are other Lone Star designs made
by several other Inklingoists featured on the Inklingo
Projects blog.
Please see 45° diamond sizes in the Index of Shapes.
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LUCY BOSTON

Lucy Boston Patchwork of the Crosses

Click here
or Shop > Main Lucy Boston Page
Also see the related free pattern for the Passacaglia
Table Runner by Tilde in Copenhagen.
Please see the Lucy Boston Page on the website for
video and more description.
There are also several articles and video on the All
About Inklingo blog.
The Patchworks of Lucy Boston by Diana Boston
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MALTESE CROSS

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 85-7 (8 x 8 grid)
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size! I am considering 6 and 9 inch blocks.
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MARINER’S COMPASS

(no image yet)

Requested
Sizes not decided
Mariner’s Compass has been requested by a few
quilters over the years, but there has not been a
consensus on size or design yet. If this is a design you
would like to make with Inklingo, please give me as
much detail as you can.
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MARU BISHAMON

Requested
Sizes not decided
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!
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MEADOW FLOWER

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 222-1 (7 x 7 grid)
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size! I am considering 6 and 9 inch blocks.

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING?
Ctrl-F (find) is a handy keyboard shortcut for the Search function in this PDF—or in any computer software!
There are often several entries for a block or shape name, so keep hitting Enter to be sure you find them all!
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Beyer 222-1 is a reference to this block in The Quilter’s Album of Patchwork Patterns by Jinny Beyer (2009).
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MEMORY CHAIN

Click here
or Shop > Main Hexagon Page

4 SIZES

Main Hexagon Page

Are you looking for another size? Please ask.
Hexagons are named by the length of a finished side
and that is the size of the squares too.
These hexagons are sometimes called honeycomb.
Memory Chain uses the same simple shapes used in
Lucy Boston’s Patchwork of the Crosses (POTC).
The shapes have amazing potential, especially if you
fussy cut some of them with Inklingo.
Print hundreds of hexagons on scraps, cut on the
lines with scissors or a rotary cutter, pick up colors at
random, and sew along the lines.
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MIDNIGHT FIREWORKS

Click here
or Shop > Main Millefiori Page
Midnight Fireworks is one of the wonderful quilts in
Millefiori Quilts by Willyne Hammerstein.
Willyne teaches hand piecing with a running stitch
(not English Paper Piecing, as I originally thought) and
sewing with a running stitch is even faster and easier
if you print the shapes on fabric with Inklingo. It
speeds up the preparation, and printing the cutting
and stitching lines on fabric with your Inkjet ensures
accuracy.

Printing the shapes for designs like this makes
them easier to rotary cut and sew than they are with
templates!
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MILLEFIORI - MILLEFIORE

Click here
or Shop > Main Millefiori Page
The shapes for the cover quilt (Passacaglia) and several
of the other quilts are available.

VIDEO

There is video on the Main Millefiori Page (under
the Shop tab), showing how to sew Passacaglia with
a running stitch. Willyne Hammerstein teaches hand
piecing with a running stitch (not English Paper
Piecing, as I originally thought) and sewing with a
running stitch is even faster and easier if you print
the shapes on fabric with Inklingo. It speeds up the
preparation, and printing the cutting and stitching
lines on fabric with your Inkjet ensures accuracy.

Several of the quilts in Millefiori Quilts 2 can be sewn
with Inklingo, including The Garden of Forgetfulness
(Jardin de l’Oubli), Sunset Glow (Rougeur du
Couchant), Come and Fly with Me (Viens voler avec
moi), Old Dutch (Vieux Hollandais), Crème Brûlée,
Dancing with the Stars (Danser avec les Étoiles),
Evening Party (Nuit de Fête), Be calm and count to
ten (Rester calme et compter jusqu’à 10), Lost Time
(Le Temps perdu)

Several of the Quilts in Millefiori Quilts and Millefiori
Quilts 2 and Millefiori Quilts 3 can be sewn with
Inklingo. There is a list in the Index of Shapes

COMING SOON

Several more designs have been requested. Let me
know which ones you would like to see next.
Please see the Main Millefiori Page (under the Shop
tab on the website) for video and search for tutorials
on the All About Inklingo blog.
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Several of the quilts in Millefiori Quilts 3 can be sewn
with Inklingo, including Capriccioso (2 sizes), Iestsie
Pietsie Pizzicato, Silent Garden (2 sizes) and Tarantella
(2 sizes)
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MOSAIC NO. 1

Requested
Sizes not decided

Similar to 58-10 The Blockade, The Broken Dish, A
Four Corner Puzzle.

Beyer 58-12 (4 x 4 grid)
Also known as Mosaic No. 3.
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!

Similar to 58-11 Four Four Time.
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MYSTERY QUILTS

Click here
Sizes not decided
Mystery quilts are fun and a great way to learn
Inklingo techniques! All of the clues are available on
the All About Inklingo blog.

The Case of the Secret Garden (COTSG) uses the
New York Wheel shape collection.

There have been 3 Inklingo mysteries so far. The Case
of the Diamond Necklace (COTDN, above) uses the
60° Diamond 1.75 inch shape collection.

Bonnie Hunter’s 2013 mystery quilt, Celtic Solstice,
is Inklingo-able too! The Inklingo instructions and
videos make it easy. is a great way to start with
Inklingo.
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The Case of the Stranger in Margaritaville
(COTSIM) uses the Key West Beauty 6 inch shape
collection.
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NECKTIE

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 192-13 (10 x 10 grid)
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!
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NEW YORK BEAUTY
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Click here
or Shop > Main New York Beauty Page
There are 3 New York Beauty shape collections plus
New York Wheel. Please see the descriptions on the
website.
The shapes in the 4 collections can be mixed and
matched for even more variations. T
h e Sunflower
Quilt Design Book is free with any New York Beauty
shapes!

Mix and match the NY Beauty and NY Wheel shapes
for endless variations. These 12 are just the tip of the
iceberg.

There are sample quilts and articles on the All About
Inklingo blog.

Beyer 440-13 is a semicircle design called Rainbow,
which can be made with these shapes.

You will love how easily these go together with
Inklingo!

6 INCH 6 INCH 6 INCH
inklingo S M A R T
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NEW YORK WHEEL

Click here
or Shop > Main New York Beauty Page
NY Wheel is the shape collection used in the Case of
the Secret Garden Mystery (COTSG).

The mystery clues are on the All About Inklingo blog. The Sunflower Quilt
Design Book is free with New York Wheel shapes to print on fabric!
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OAK & REEL

(no image yet)

Requested
Sizes not decided
Appliqué
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!
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OCEAN WAVES

Click here
or Shop > Main Triangle Page
Beyer 99-1 (8 x 8 grid) Also known as Our Village
Green, Museum Piece.

Please see the triangle sizes in the Index of Shapes.

This design uses Quarter Square Triangles (QST),
so there is straight grain on the outside edges of the
block.
All Inklingo shapes are named with the finished size, in
this case, the longest side. The illustration shows that
the large square is two times the size of the triangles.
If the square is not available yet in the size that
would match the QST, there is nothing tricky about
measuring and cutting the center square without
printing lines on the fabric. Add 0.5 inch to the QST
size x 2 for seam allowances on the square above.
Many of us like to have all of the shapes printed, but
don’t let it hold you back! Creative quilters expand
their design options when they combine unprinted
and printed shapes this way.
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OCTAGONS

AT LEAST ELEVEN SIZES!

There are octagons in several shape collections like
Castle Wall and Feathered Star and Judy Martin’s
Waltzing Matilda.
Please see the Index of Shapes > Polygons under the
Support & Goodies tab.

Click here
or Shop > Main Lucy Boston Page
Octagon quilts are relatively rare compared to
hexagons.
The octagon with 0.75 inch sides is a shape that
inspired Lucy Boston. With Inklingo, you can fussy
cut or print hundreds of shapes quickly and sew
from crosshair to crosshair with a running stitch.

0.75

The first Inklingo shape collection with the 0.75 inch
octagons was requested by an Inklingo quilter who
wanted to make The Keyboard Patchwork from The
Patchworks of Lucy Boston, the wonderful book
by Diana Boston. This shape collection only includes
minimal instruction.

Octagons are usually described by the length of a
finished side. They can also be described by the width
from flat side to flat side.

—Penny from Ontario says: This is my third set of Inklingo
printables - along with the free design pages, blog, and yahoo
group - there are so many great ideas; quick to print little
squares of fabric to have ready to sew at spare moments or in
the evenings while watching television.
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Cathi named her variation of Lucy Boston’s Keyboard
quilt Harpsichord. You can see photos of it in progress
on her Quilt Obsession blog.
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OHIO STAR

Click here
or Shop > Main Triangle Page
Ohio Star is one of the six-inch blocks in a special
page on the website.
This design uses Quarter Square Triangles (QST),
so there is straight grain on the outside edges of the
block.
All Inklingo triangles are named with the finished size,
in this case, the longest side. The illustration shows
that the squares are the same size as the triangles.
If the square is not available yet in the size that
would match the QST, there is nothing tricky about
measuring and cutting the center square without
printed lines on the fabric. The cut size of the square
is the same size as the QST plus 0.5 inches for seam
allowances.
Many of us like to have all of the shapes printed, but
don’t let it hold you back! Creative quilters expand
their design options when they combine unprinted
and printed shapes this way.
Please see the triangle sizes in the Index of Shapes.
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OKLAHOMA STRING

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 419-1 (continuous pattern on 11 x 11 grid)
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!
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ON POINT TRIANGLES
We do the math and measuring. You sew!
Some quilters avoid on-point settings because of the
math and measurements. Inklingo makes it easy.
The goal is to have straight grain on the outside edges.
That means the Corners are Half Square Triangles
(HST), which have straight grain on the two short
sides, and the Edges are Quarter Square Triangles
(QST), which have straight grain on the long side.

Click here
or Shop > Main Triangle Page

For setting 4.5 inch blocks, the QST are 6.36 inches
(4.5 x 1.414 = the long side) and the HST on the
corners are 3.18 inches (4.5 ÷ 1.414 = the short sides)—
tricky to measure, but you don’t have to measure with
Inklingo!

Corner Triangle
HST
Half Square Triangle
Edge Triangle
QST
Quarter Square Triangle

Square

Square with
appliqué design

inklingo S M A R T
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ORANGE PEEL - BASIC

Click here
or Shop > Main Orange Peel Page
The Lafayette Orange Peel has been a popular quilt
design since the American Revolution. Inklingo is a
revolutionary way for you to create a quilt that will
make you proud, and your quilting ancestors would
approve. These curves are easy by hand or by machine.
Matching marks on the curves make this classic design
easier than it was in 1776 or 1996, so you can finish
quickly and have the liberty and freedom to start the
next one.

1 SIZE 8 inch blocks (Basic)
4.0

4.0

Curves are fun with Inklingo! Use scissors or a rotary
cutter.

—Simone from Australia says: Easy to stitch, the matches are
fantastic and make it easier. All the designs go together for lots
of possibilities.
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This optional combo layout allows you to print the peel
and the background shapes at the same time to mix and
match with other fabrics. Quilters love combo layouts!
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ORANGE PEEL - DELUXE

This shape collection includes everything in the Basic
shape collection plus bonus shapes for Alabama
Beauty, Improved 9-Patch, Tea Leaf, Pin Cushion,
Reminiscent of the Wedding Ring, Eiffel Tower,
Orange Blossom, Cathi’s Chintz Circles and other
unusual, impressive designs. What are you waiting for?

Click here
or Shop > Main Orange Peel Page
Don’t settle for ordinary, when extraordinary is within
your reach. You can machine piece these beautiful,
unusual designs or hand piece if you need a portable
project. Everything fits together perfectly when the
shapes are printed with Inklingo, so this is a great way
to relax while you create an heirloom.

1 SIZE

8 inch blocks

Stunning blocks by Karen at Lee Haven FL.
Alabama Beauty
—Kathie in Pennsylvania says: I can’t imagine making these
intricate designs by a means other than Inklingo. There is such
a variety of designs in this grouping, and Inklingo makes their
assembly so easy. Toss out those templates.
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The choice of Deluxe and Basic shape collections
allows you to buy exactly what you need.
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ORIENTAL SPLENDOR

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 415-2
These are 6 pointed stars (60° diamonds). Compare
with Hunter’s Star, which has 8 pointed stars (45°
diamonds).
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!
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ORIENTAL STAR

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 295-12 (8-pointed star grid 2)
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!
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PASSACAGLIA
CONFUSING NAMES!

Passacaglia is a Baroque music form from the 1600s
which was destined to cause confusion for quilters in
2015.
1. Some quilters mistakenly think La Passacaglia
is called Millefiori because it is on the cover of the
Millefiori Quilts book.
2. There is also a Millefiore Quilt-Along based on a
book by Katja Marek, which uses different shapes.
3. The Patchworks of Lucy Boston also includes a
quilt called Passacaglia.

Click here
or Shop > Main Millefiori Page

4. There is a free Inklingo pattern by Tilde in
Denmark called Passacaglia.

Passacaglia is the quilt on the cover of Millefiori Quilts
by Willyne Hammerstein.
Please see the Main Millefiori Page for more
information and video.
Willyne teaches hand piecing with a running stitch
(not English Paper Piecing, as I originally thought) and
sewing with a running stitch is even faster and easier
if you print the shapes on fabric with Inklingo. It
speeds up the preparation, and printing the cutting
and stitching lines on fabric with your Inkjet ensures
accuracy.
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PATCHWORK OF THE CROSSES

Lucy Boston Patchwork of the Crosses (POTC),
book plus hexagon shape collections to make the
blocks in several sizes.

Click here
or Shop > Main Lucy Boston Page

I recommend sewing this design with a running stitch.
The blocks look better and take a fraction of the time,
but if you prefer English Paper Piecing, there are 8
Good Ways to Use Inklingo for EPP.

Please see the Lucy Boston page for video and
examples.
There are also several articles and video on the All
About Inklingo blog, especially for fussy cutting with
Inklingo.

The secret to success is “no waste fussy cutting!”
Print 4 or 8 sheets identical sheets of fabric by placing the
freezer paper over the same part of the design.
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Sew with a running stitch!
Faster, more precise, and the blocks look better from the
front and the back!
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PENROSE TILE

Click here
or Shop > Main Millefiori Page
Penrose Tiling is named after the mathematician
Roger Penrose. Wild is the Wind and Passacaglia from
Millefiori Quilts are examples.
If you are looking for pentagons, diamonds, and
triangles for Penrose-style quilts, please ask and please
specify a size!

For more examples, please see Wild is the Wind on the
All About Inklingo blog.

Willyne Hammerstein was inspired by Penrose Tiling
for several of the quilts in her fist book.
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PENTAGONS

Click here
or Support > Index of Shapes > Polygons

SEVERAL SIZES
Jinny Beyer’s Patchwork Puzzle Balls book (2005)
includes balls which use pentagons. Use Jinny’s
directions and diagrams with Inklingo pentagons
to make soft balls for playing catch or juggling.
Twelve pentagons are cleverly arranged so that same
color pieces never touch. Girls and boys love a cool
grandmother who lets them use the computer to print
the shapes. Inklingo’s precise lines make it easy for
little ones to cut with scissors (if too young for a rotary
cutter) and to stitch an accurate seam by hand or by
machine.

There are pentagons in several shape collections,
including two sizes in each Passacaglia for Millefiori
Quilts. Pentagons are favorites in Penrose Tiling too.

If you have the Inklingo Shape Collection # 3 CD
(sold out), you have pentagons too!

1.21
1.15
0.75 inch sides
Pentagons are named by the length of the sides
(finished) to make it easy.
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PENTAGONS

Requested
Sizes not decided

Unfortunately, this German book from 2006 is out of
print. It was not published in English.

Compare with the pentagon on the previous page. The
angles are different and one side is shorter than the
other four.
This pentagon is used for a one-patch design called Bat
Wings (Beyer 433-4), the quilts in Liesels Funfecke by
Hilde Klatt, and in other designs.
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PEONY

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 366-5 (flower on 8-pointed star grid 3)

A similar design can be pieced using Inklingo Leaf
Sashing and LeMoyne Star.

This design combines piecing and appliqué.
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!
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PERIWINKLE OCTAGON

Click here
or Shop > Main Octagon Page
This shape collection was requested by quilters who
wanted octagons to fit with the diamonds, triangles,
and squares in the free shape collection to make great
designs like Pontiac Star, Cobblestones, Arkansas Snow
Flake, and many other designs.

There are lessons for this “reverse mystery” quilt
on the All About Inklingo blog. The clues are
designed to be a great introduction to Inklingo
for quilters and designers.
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PICKLE DISH

Everything you need to know to design and sew Pickle
Dish is in the Double Wedding Ring Design Book
and the shapes are in the shape collections. The design
book is free when you buy the shapes.

B
A

Click here
or Shop > Main Double Wedding Ring Page

C

When you print the shapes on fabric with Inklingo,
you get precise results and save time, so you can finish
Pickle Dish faster than with any other method.

1 SIZE & DESIGN BOOK
• 12 inch
• Add-on
• Design Book
• also Double Wedding

The combination of curves and points looks much
more complicated than it is—as long as you have
Inklingo on your side. No more templates! It won’t
take you long to piece a Pickle Dish whether you
cut with scissors and hand piece, or rotary cut and
machine piece.

Ring

The rings are fractionally less than 12 inches (11.83).
The gentle curves—printed on the fabric with
Inklingo—are easy to machine piece. Of course, you
can hand piece if you prefer a portable project.

BUY EXACTLY WHAT YOU NEED!
If you have the DWR shape collection, you only
need the Pickle Dish Add-on to have every option for
centers and arcs.

—Lois from Ohio says: I love printing the pieces on fabric. It is
super easy to rotary cut or scissor cut from the fabric as it is all
marked out and not like sliding around a plastic template.
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The Pickle Dish Shape Collection includes the shapes
shown in the diagram (above) but not the variety of
centers and arcs in the DWR shape collection.
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PIE & TARTS

Printing fine lines on the fabric with Inklingo makes
cutting and stitching easier, faster, and more precise
than ever before.
Matching marks on the curves make this design easy to
piece by hand or by machine.

There is a free PDF on the website (link left) with
detailed, illustrated machine piecing instructions, tips
for sewing curves, and a pressing plan.

Click here
or Shop > Main Shapes with Curves Page
Start sewing sooner and make a gorgeous quilt
from your stash. Thanks to Inklingo, Sue Daley’s
wonderful scrappy design can now be machine pieced,
hand pieced with a running stitch, or back-basted
(appliqué). It’s your choice, so you’ll love every stitch
—and finish!

1 SIZE 7 inch blocks
7.0

With Inklingo, the curves are easy to piece by machine
or by hand. A back-basting layout is also included.
I am pleased that Sue Daley of Busy Fingers
Patchwork agreed that this wonderful scrappy design
should be available to quilters who love machine
piecing, hand piecing with a running stitch, and backbasting, not just paper piecers.

—Cathy in Tennessee says: I have wanted to do this for so long
but I am just OVER EPP! Inklingo makes this a breeze. You
just have to try it to be hooked.
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This combo allows you to print big and little shapes to
use fabric efficiently and save time. There are also layouts
with optional straight grain.
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PIECED HEXAGONS - 60°

300

Please also see Candied Hexagons.

Click here
or Shop > Main Hexagon Page
Please see the 300 Pieced Hexagons page in this PDF.

VIDEO
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PIN CUSHION

Click here
or Shop > Main Orange Peel Page
Beyer 318-3 and 318-4 (3 x 3 grid)
Available now with Orange Peel shape collections.
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!
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PINE BURR

(no image yet)

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 219-3 (40 x 40 grid)
Also known as Feathered World Without End.
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!
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PINEAPPLE

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 174-6 (12 x 12 grid)
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!
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PINWHEEL

Click here
or Shop > Main Hexagon Page
Beyer 397-8
Also known as Whirligig Hexagon.
There are several sizes of 60° hexagons available and
those collections always include this “other half ”
hexagon.
The 70-page Inklingo Hexagon Quilt Design Book
is free with any hexagon shape collection.
There are many other quilt blocks called Pinwheel
which are made with triangles and other shapes.
Please see the 60° hexagon sizes in the Index of
Shapes. What size would you like?
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Print the shapes on fabric and rotary cut several layers
at a time, or use scissors. The “custom page size” option
in your printer software allows you to use scraps very
efficiently.
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PINWHEEL

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 377-11 (Dresden Plate on 16 x 16 grid)
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size! I am considering 9 and 12 inch blocks.
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PURITAN MAIDEN

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 328-5 (10 x 10 grid)
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!
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QUARTER SQUARE TRIANGLES

Finished Size
Straight Grain

PRINT AND SEW TRIANGLES

Triangles are so important that many methods have
been developed to make them. There are specialty
rulers and paper piecing guides, but none have as
many advantages as Inklingo. With Inklingo, there is
no tricky measuring or math, and no paper to pick off
afterwards.
If the triangles in a pattern have straight grain on the
longest side, use Quarter Square Triangles (QST).
For Flying Geese, Sawtooth Squares, and other blocks
where the triangles have straight grain on the two
short sides, use Inklingo Half Square Triangles (HST)
instead.

Click here
or Shop > Main Triangle Page
Inklingo triangles are more fun and turn out better.
Quarter Square Triangles (QST) are used when you
need straight grain on the long side of the triangle.
You will be proud of your quilts when the triangles
look good, and you can finish faster with Inklingo—
and start the next quilt.

MANY SIZES

There are more than 20 sizes of QST in several shape
collections. Sizes are always up-to-date in the Index
of Shapes. If you are looking for another size, please
request it.
All you need to know is the required finished size,
which is the length of the long side without seam
allowances (above).

—Froma in Florida says: This is the only way to fly.
INKLINGO is the greatest!
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Sew QST right now! Download the free shape
collection for Diamonds/Triangles/Squares and follow
the steps in the free Triangle Tips PDF. In some cases,
you only print one fabric to cut triangles from several
fabrics.
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QUILTED DIAMONDS

Click here
or Shop > Main Quilted Diamonds Page

Quilters requested an Inklingo shape collection for the
sashing, plain diamonds, and cornerstones for Love &
Friendship and it is available now! To celebrate, there
is a new printing of Quilted Diamonds 2 with DVD.

NEW shape collection AND reprint of QD2!

Learn how to hand piece with the two-hour hand
piecing lesson on the Quilted Diamonds 2 DVD.
All the tips and tricks in a private lesson!
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QUILTER’S FAN

Click here
or Shop > Main Clamshell Page
Beyer 433-12 (one-patch design on 8 x 8 grid)
This block is made with 4 identical half clamshell
shapes.
Please see the Main Clamshell Page on the website
for sizes. There is also info on the All About Inklingo
blog.
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RAINBOW

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 118-6 (16 x 16 grid)
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!
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RAINBOW FLOWER

When Rainbow Flower was mentioned in Quilters
Newsletter Magazine (Issue 420, Feb/Mar 2011),
quilters asked for the shapes. No wonder! Matching
marks make these gentle curves fun to sew by hand or
by machine. Use scissors or a rotary cutter.

Print, Cut, Sew

Click here
or Shop > Main Shapes with Curves Page
Beyer 420-12
If you are looking for something unusual, impressive,
and do-able, this is it! Here’s a way to spend many
happy hours fitting perfect shapes together for an
exceptionally graceful design. There’s a lot to love
about these gentle curves when you print the shapes
on fabric with Inklingo.
6

1 SIZE 6 x 7 inches

Approximate
dimensions

7

There are tutorials on the All About Inklingo blog.

—Carol in Panama says: This would be almost impossible
without Inklingo. I just finished stitching my first block and it
went together very smoothly. The design possibilities are endless.

Great for fussy cutting and scraps!
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RECTANGLES

Click here
or Shop > Main Log Cabin Page
In addition to Log Cabin rectangles, there are more
rectangle sizes in the Index of Shapes.
There is also info on the All About Inklingo blog and
on the Main Log Cabin Page.
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Why print rectangles?
• Some quilters want to use scissors.
• Quilters love the accuracy of perfectly printed
shapes without measuring.
• Quilters love having matching marks and stitching
lines on every piece, so they can hand piece when
they are on the go and machine piece when they
need speed.
• Quilters love the way Inklingo helps them use
scraps.
• Quilters love the way Inklingo helps them estimate
how much fabric to buy.
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RIBBON FLOWER

Click here
or Shop > Main Shapes with Curves Page
Ribbon Flower (12 inch) is an unusual block with
intriguing design possibilities. Combine hand and
machine piecing and appliqué.
When you print the shapes on fabric, the preparation
is faster and more precise AND you have matching
marks along the curves to make the sewing faster and
more precise too!
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This is just one of the design suggestions included in
the Ribbon Flower shape collection.
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The Ribbon Flower shape collection includes detailed,
illustrated instructions and pages of design ideas.
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RISING SUN

Click here
or Shop > Main Dresden Plate Page
Beyer 374-2 Also known as Wheel of Life.
Please see the Dresden Plate page on the website for
the Dresden Fancy shape collection.
There is also more on the All About Inklingo blog.

Beyer 284-11
This Rising Sun block has also been requested.
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ROSE DREAM

Click here
or Shop > Main Shapes with Curves Page
There’s a lot to love about these gentle curves when
you print the shapes on fabric with Inklingo, and there
are 3 sizes to tempt you!
See why quilters dream about Rose Dream.
Beyer 329-6 Rose Dream is also known as True
Lover’s Knot, Hollows and Squares.
Please see the All About Inklingo blog and the
website for more design variations.
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ROSE STAR

These are just a few of the variations you can make
with Rose Star kites and hexagon shapes from other
shape collections. There are two sizes to tempt you.

72 Kite shapes
Click here
or Shop > Main Hexagon Page

Kites + Hexagons

Kites + Hexagon Thirds

Kites + Hexagon
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Kites + Hexagon Halves
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SAN KAMON

Click here
or Shop > Main Appliqué Page
Pattern and design by Scarlet Rose.
Please see the San Kamon page on the website.
There is also info on the All About Inklingo blog.

Sakura (Cherry Blossom)
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SANDHILLS STAR

Requested
Sizes not decided

Similar to 97-1 Michigan Beauty, Idaho, The Laurel
Wreath, Many Pointed Star, Paper Flowers.

Beyer 96-12 (8 x 8 grid)
Also 96-11 Diamond Star, Mother’s Choice, Open
Box.
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!
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SATURN’S RINGS

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 325-11 (24 x 24 grid)
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size! I am considering 9 and 12 inch blocks.
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SAWTOOTH SQUARES

Click here
or Support > Index of Shapes > HST
It’s like magic! Print one fabric, layer with unprinted
fabric, stitch, and cut! Inklingo eliminates the math,
the measuring, and the paper templates, so you get
perfect results every time and have more fun sewing.

MANY SIZES

Only one fabric is printed
to make 12 perfect Sawtooth squares.

There are 24 sizes of HST in two shape collections
(HST 00A, HST 00B) plus many other sizes sprinkled
into other shape collections, like Storm At Sea (3 sizes
in each of 5 collections), Feathered Star (2 sizes in
each of 3 collections), the 1.0 inch POTC collection
(2 sizes), the 6 inch LeMoyne Star, and the free shape
collection for Diamonds/Triangles/Squares. Sizes are
always up-to-date in the Index of Shapes. HST are
used for Flying Geese and many other blocks.
HST are used for Sawtooth Squares and many other
blocks.

Start with any Inklingo Half Square Triangle (HST).
Print the triangles on the lighter fabric, layer with
unprinted fabric, stitch on the diagonal lines, cut on
the solid lines.

PRINT AND SEW TRIANGLES
Make some right now! Download the free shape
collection for Diamonds/Triangles/Squares and follow
the illustrations in the free Triangle Tips PDF and the
video on the website.

Inklingo makes it easy because all shapes are named
with the finished size. The math is done for you!

—Charlsey from Texas says: The pieces were perfect without the
need to go back and square up or trim the blocks. The precision
of Inklingo is actually more accurate than my 1/4” foot. Just
follow the stitching line and you have perfect blocks!
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SCHOOL HOUSE

Printing fine lines on the fabric with Inklingo
makes cutting and stitching easier, faster, and more
precise than ever before. It helps develop confidence,
creativity, and independence, and will get your
grandchildren hooked on sewing.

Click here
or Shop > Getting Started or Shop > School House
What a great way to spend time with children! They
enjoy using the computer to print perfect shapes. A
very young child can choose the fabrics and cut the
shapes herself with scissors—and dream of the day
when you will teach her how to use your rotary cutter!
She will love the results, thanks to the accurate pieces,
a line to sew along, appropriate straight grain, and
matching marks. Creativity and confidence are a gift
you can give while you pass on your love of sewing.

Choosing three fabrics is exciting, and imagine how
much fun it is to embellish the garden with buttons
for flowers, a bead for a door knob, and a little lace or
embroidery in the windows.

1 SIZE 9 inch blocks

The Puzzle Page summarizes everything, so you can be
confident your house will be just the way you want it.
—Jeannette in Australia says: My granddaughter and I had
such fun making the School House. It was so easy for my 10
year old granddaughter to print, cut and sew on my Janome.
Then we got to embellish it with frogs, chickens and lots more.
This is wonderful to teach kids about sewing.
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Imagine how much fun it is to embellish the garden
with buttons for flowers, a bead for a door knob, and a
little lace or embroidery in the windows.
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SEVEN SISTERS

Click here
or Shop > Main Diamond Page
Beyer 394-12 and 430-10
Also known as Seven Stars, Rolling Star.
Please see the sizes of 60° diamonds in the Index of
Shapes.They are described by the length of a finished
side. (All Inklingo shapes are described with the
finished size to make it easy.) If you would like another
size, please ask.
There is also info on the All About Inklingo blog.
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SILENT GARDEN

Click here
or Shop > Main Millefiori Page
Available in a choice of 2 sizes!

Willyne teaches hand piecing with a running stitch (not English Paper
Piecing, as I originally thought) and sewing with a running stitch is
even faster and easier if you print the shapes on fabric with Inklingo.
It speeds up the preparation, and printing the cutting and stitching
lines on fabric with your Inkjet ensures accuracy.
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SILVER & GOLD

Click here
or Shop > Main Diamond Page
Beyer 276-4 (8-pointed star grid 1)
This 8-pointed star design can be made with existing
LeMoyne Star shape collections in several sizes.
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!
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SIX-INCH BLOCKS

Did you know there are pages on the website showing
a selection of 6-inch blocks which can be made with
Inklingo shapes?
These are just a few of the possibilities.
There are more on the website and the All About
Inklingo blog.

Click here
or Shop > 6 inch Blocks
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SNOW CRYSTALS

Click here
or Shop > Main Diamond Page
Beyer 292-1 (8-pointed star grid 4)
Also known as All Hands Around, Captive Beauty,
Heavenly Stars, Yankee Pride.
This 8-pointed star design and many others can be
made with existing LeMoyne Star shape collections in
several sizes.
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SNOWBALL
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Click here
or Shop > Main Triangle Page

5.

Inklingo makes it simpler and faster than ever to add
triangles to a square because of the precise corners and
stitching lines.

4.
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A Snowball is an octagon (commonly rotary cut as a
square) and 4 triangles. Since straight grain should be
on the outside edges, the triangles are HST, not QST.
If only two triangles are added on opposite corners,
it is called Indian Hatchet. This example illustrates
triangles on a square, but it works for triangles and
other shapes, so keep your eyes open for many ways to
use this technique.
There are detailed print, layer, cut instructions in the
free Triangle Tips PDF on the website.
There is a cool formula on page 115 of The Inklingo
Handbook for calculating the relative sizes.

TRIANGLES ON SQUARES
AND ON TRIANGLES
Look for opportunities to enhance any design by
adding HST to squares OR triangles! Inklingo
precision corners make it easy.

Please see the sizes of squares and half square triangles
in the Index of Shapes.
There is also info on the All About Inklingo blog.
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SNOWBALL

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 419-3 (continuous pattern on 11 x 11 grid)
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!
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SPOOL

Click here
or Shop > Main Hexagon Page
This block is sometimes called Japanese X.
The combo layouts make this even more fun.
Please see the articles on the All About Inklingo blog.

• Introduction
• Favorite Things about Japanese X
• Hugs & Kisses in EQ
• Japanese X in EQ
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SPRINGTIME

Requested
Sizes not decided

Springtime is an unusual design with wonderful fussy
cutting opportunities!

Beyer 90-12 (8 x 8 grid)
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!
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SQUARE IN A SQUARE

Inklingo’s precision corners and matching marks make
sewing more fun.

Click here
or Shop > Main Squares Page
Inklingo is an advantage here too! A square in a
square block is a square set on point, surrounded by 4
triangles. Since straight grain should be on the outside
edges of the block, the triangles are Half Square
Triangles (HST), and not Quarter Square Triangles
(QST).

There are detailed print, layer, cut instructions in the
free Triangle Tips PDF on the website.
Please see the sizes of squares and half square triangles
in the Index of Shapes.

FORGET THE MATH!

Inklingo lets you print what you need without
knowing the math, but if it interests you, the size of
the HST is the size of the block divided by 1.414—
which is the square root of 2. It is a useful number
for quilters. If you like math, there is information
about how to use this magic number in The Inklingo
Handbook.
The squares in Squares 00B work perfectly with the
triangles in the Inklingo HST 00B shape collection
(next page). See examples on the All About Inklingo
blog.
The finished block is twice the size of the HST, so 3
inch HST make a 6 inch block. The sides of the inner
square are the same length as the long side of the
HST, so the HST can be used as a template to cut the
squares (page 61 of The Inklingo Handbook).
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Simple blocks, great designs!
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SQUARES

Why print squares?
• Some quilters want to use scissors.
• Quilters love the accuracy of perfectly printed
shapes without measuring, especially odd sizes.
• Quilters love having matching marks and stitching
lines, so they can hand piece when they are on the
go and machine piece when they need speed.
• Quilters love the way Inklingo helps them use
scraps.
• Quilters love the way Inklingo helps them estimate
how much fabric to buy.

Click here
or Shop > Main Squares Page
Quilters often rotary cut squares without printing to
use with other printed Inklingo shapes. It works well
when the sizes are easy to measure and rotary cut.
Block =
1.0 inch
1.25 inch
1.5 inch
2.0 inch
2.5 inch
3.0 inch
3.5 inch
4.0 inch
4.5 inch
5.0 inch
5.5 inch
6.0 inch

However, it is a great advantage to print squares with
Inklingo when they would otherwise be difficult to
measure, like 1.414 inch squares for 2 inch Square in a
Square blocks.
When everything is the right size, there is no need
to “square up” afterwards. That eliminates a timeconsuming extra step, cutting errors, and wasted
fabric.

MANY SIZES

There are many sizes of squares in several shape
collections. The Index of Shapes is always up-to-date.
If you are looking for another size, please request it.
Learn how to “Layer to Cut” with Inklingo to
minimize the printing and to cut several layers at a
time.

A SQUARE CAN BE A CLUE

If you know the finished size of the squares in a quilt
design or pattern, it tells you the finished size of the
adjacent triangles and other shapes. There is also info
on the All About Inklingo blog.
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Square + 4 HST
0.71
0.5
0.88
0.625
1.06
0.75
1.41
1.0
1.77
1.25
2.12
1.5
2.47
1.75
2.83
2.0
3.18
2.25
3.53
2.5
3.89
2.75
4.24
3.0

The squares in the Squares 00B shape collection are
the ones you’ve always wanted, but found difficult to
measure.
These twelve sizes of HST are available in the Inklingo
HST 00B Shape Collection.
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STAR OF ALAMO
NOTE

Even when I cannot do a complete update on this
Smart Shopper’s Idea Book, I do update the SSIB
page under the Support & Goodies tab on the
website. Please check there to see what has been added
since this update.

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 137-9 (6 x 6 grid)
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size! I am considering 6, 9, and 12 inch
blocks.
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STAR OF THE MILKY WAY

VIDEO
How to sew parallelograms (originally Celtic
Solstice Clue # 2)
The tips in this video will help you with Star of the
Milky Way too!
Click here
or Shop > Celtic Solstice
Beyer 64-7 (4 x 4 grid)
Use the Celtic Solstice shape collection to make a 6
inch block.
Other sizes?
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STAR POINTS

Click here
or Shop > Main 60° Shapes Page
Available in several sizes! Quilters asked for these star
points to use with 60° diamonds and hexagons and we
listen!
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STARFLOWER

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 229-4 (14 x 14 grid)
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!
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STARLIT STAR

Click here
or Shop > Main Star Page
Starlit Star is an eight-pointed star and it is just one of
many designs that can be made with these shapes.
I announced this new shape collection in Inklingo
Live Video 07 on March 10, 2018. I designed this
12-inch block to use 2 inch 45° diamonds, which had
been requested by quilters.
There are two combo layouts and a bonus shape in this
shape collection.
The shape collection also includes detailed instructions
for sewing and pressing this design.

When you print shapes on fabric, you have cutting
lines, sewing lines, matching marks, croshairs to mark
the seam endings and precision corners.
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STARRY PATH

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 144-4 (6 x 6 grid)
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!
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STARS

5-pointed stars in Passacaglia

6-pointed stars with kites
and hexagons

Click here
Shop > Main Star Page

6-pointed stars
with 60° diamonds

MANY different stars are available and many more
have been requested. Please see the Main Star Page
under the Shop tab on the website.
Some stars, like Feathered Star and Hunter’s Star are
obvious from the name, but there are also hidden stars
in several shape collections like Passacaglia, Waltzing
Matilda and others. Please email me if you need
another size!

Many 6-pointed stars
in 300 Pieced Hexagons

8-pointed stars with
Feathered Star

8-pointed stars with Inklingo Star and LeMoyne Star

8-pointed stars with
Waltzing Matilda
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STORM AT SEA

VIDEO
Star Points (originally for Celtic Solstice Clue # 1)
Storm At Sea shapes are very versatile!
Choose from 5 collections to buy exactly what you
need. The Inklingo Storm At Sea Design Book (next
page) is free when you buy the shapes.

Click here
or Shop > Main Storm At Sea Page
It’s smooth sailing when you print the cutting and
stitching lines on the fabric with Inklingo. No
measuring. No templates. No paper to pick off! Yes,
perfect angles at the end of every seam. Yes, matches to
help you pin. You can choose a traditional setting or
combine two or three sizes for something spectacular.

Everything you need to know to design and sew a
Storm At Sea is in the design book, and the shapes are
in the 5 shape collections.

You will find yourself using these shapes over and over
again in other designs too. The diamonds, triangles,
and squares make these shape collections the most
versatile of all.
6.0

4.5

Precision corners are a delight!

6.75

12.0

5 SIZES

9.0

—Lois from Minnesota says: I am using the 6.75 Storm At Sea
to make the sashing on my Dear Jane quilt. Goes together fast
and easy and is soooo accurate.
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Some of the most spectacular Storm At Sea quilts in
the design book (next page) use more than one size.
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STORM AT SEA - DESIGN

The Inklingo Storm At Sea Design Book (80 pages, free
with a shape collection) includes everything you need to
know to design and sew a Storm At Sea quilt:
• tips for fabric selection
• design notes that will inspire you
• step-by-step, illustrated assembly instructions
• my favorite hand and machine piecing tips
• illustrated diagrams for trimming and pressing
• worksheets with many variations using 1, 2. or 3
sizes

The design book will help you choose a shape collection.
Buy it first for $10 and receive a $10 credit on the shapes.

The design book is free when you buy the shapes. The
design book has the “how to” and the shape collections
have the shapes to print on fabric.

DESIGN
BOOK

Use the unique illustrated 2-page guide as reference
beside the sewing machine!

Click here
or Shop > Main Storm At Sea Page
Be inspired by the design possibilities and be surprised
by the elegant ‘curves’ you can create by sewing
straight seams! Inklingo makes the construction easier,
so you can play with exciting color combinations and
settings. There are many examples, design notes, and
worksheets to help you navigate the ocean of choice.

Double Diamond Variation

See the gallery of quilts on the website.
The blocks form secondary designs of stars, circles,
and waves depending on the distribution of color and
light, medium, and dark values. It is sometimes called
Rolling Stone or Ocean Wave.

—Jillian from North Dakota says: I love Storm at Sea blocks
and thought I knew quite a bit about them. Nope, Linda
showed me in this Design Book that I still had much to learn!
What an amazing number of possible designs!
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Perfect 53.5-degree angles
without measuring or
sewing through paper!
Precision corners &
matching marks make it
more fun.
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SUN RAYS QUILT

VIDEO
Star Points (originally for Celtic Solstice Clue # 1)
Click here
or Shop > Main Storm At Sea Page

The star points on Sun Rays are easier with Inklingo
whether you print all of the shapes, some of the
shapes, or none of the shapes!

Beyer 132-12 (6 x 6 grid)
Also known as Darting Minnows. Similar to Judy in
Arabia, Beyer 133-1 and others.
The shapes are in the five Storm At Sea shape
collections (and others), so there is a choice of sizes
and when you buy any Storm At Sea shapes to print
on fabric, I also add the Storm At Sea Design Book
($20 value, PDF download).
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SUNFLOWER

Precision corners and matching marks make it easy to
get great results by hand or by machine

Click here
or Shop > Main Sunflower Page
This is a WOW design that will impress your friends,
especially because it is a design which cannot be paper
pieced. You don’t have to tell them how easy it is with
Inklingo, but we hope you will!

Some worksheets use both sizes in one quilt!

2 SIZES & DESIGN BOOK

Use both sizes for a Double Sunflower!

The gentle curves, printed on the fabric with Inklingo,
are not difficult to machine piece. Of course, you can
hand piece if you prefer a portable project. Use scissors
or a rotary cutter.
With Inklingo, you can spend time playing with color
and value, and still start sewing—and finish—sooner!

—Cathi from Toronto says: Oh, my—what absolute heirlooms
can be made! Such a treat to have such choices! The perfect
matching points and stitching lines make this design an
absolute joy to stitch!
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6 combo layouts use fabric efficiently and save time!
Everything you need to know to design and sew
Sunflower is in the design book (next page), and the
shapes are in the two shape collections. Buy exactly
what you need. The design book is free when you buy
the shapes.
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SUNFLOWER - DESIGN

The design book will help you choose a shape collection.
Buy it first for $10 and receive a $10 credit on the shapes.

Fussy cut (fussy print) for impressive effects.

DESIGN

Click here
or Shop > Main Sunflower Page
Sunflower is a spectacular design and with Inklingo,
you don’t have to be an expert quilter. It combines
impressive small shapes with larger shapes that allow
you to feature special fabrics.
This is a classic favorite for showing off curved piecing
and precision stitching. Everything is easier when you
have cutting and stitching lines printed on the fabric.

See the gallery of quilts on the website.
—Jillian from North Dakota says: A breathtaking design book
with an amazing number of beautiful quilt designs! Do not
hesitate for a moment to get this design book. Linda’s generous
design books offer more than the majority of quilt books that cost
US$29.95. My brain is spinning with ideas.
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Follow a traditional pattern or get creative!

The Inklingo Sunflower Quilt Design Book (108
pages, free with a shape collection) includes everything
you need to know to design and sew a Sunflower quilt.
The design book is free when you buy the shapes. The
design book has the “how to” and the shape collections
have the shapes to print on fabric.
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SWOON BLOCK

Available in several sizes
Support > Index of Shapes
Similar to Star of Bethlehem, 289-5, Arrowhead, Beyer
88-2, and others.
All of the shapes are simple (triangles, rectangles and
squares) and you might already have everything you
need to make 8, 9 or 12 inch blocks. (Other sizes are
possible too.)
In some cases, you would have to buy two shape
collections to get all of the squares, rectangles and
HST (triangles) but in every case, you would get a
bonus Design Book and you would also get several
other versatile shapes.
Inklingo is the fastest, most precise way to make half
square triangles and flying geese for these blocks and
you can sew by hand or by machine. You do not
need Quarter Square Triangles (QST) if you make the
flying geese the Inklingo way as described in the free
Triangle Tips file under the Machine Piecing tab on
the website.
All Inklingo shapes are named with the finished size
(not the “cut size.”) to make it easier.
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TARANTELLA

Click here
or Shop > Main Millefiori Page
Available. Good news! If you already have the
Passacaglia shape collection, you just need the
Tarantella Add-on to get the two additional shapes.
Same as Passacaglia

There is a choice of 2 sizes!
Two additional shapes
Willyne teaches hand piecing with a running stitch (not English Paper
Piecing, as I originally thought) and sewing with a running stitch is
even faster and easier if you print the shapes on fabric with Inklingo.
It speeds up the preparation, and printing the cutting and stitching
lines on fabric with your Inkjet ensures accuracy.
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TENNESSEE WALTZ

The design is created by alternating two traditional
quilt blocks, 54-40 or Fight (star) and Snowball.
Tennessee Waltz was featured in episode QLT-1020 of
Simply Quilts with Eleanor Burns.
Nancy wrote “I love how totally accurate Inklingo is.”
Click here and Click here
or Shop > Main Storm At Sea Page
Nancy in Alabama used shapes from the 9 inch Storm
At Sea and an HST shape collection to make this
Tennessee Waltz quilt. It was featured on the Inklingo
Projects blog.
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TEXAS STAR

Click here
or Shop > Main Star Page
Several sizes are available.
Please see the Index of Inklingo Shapes under the
Support & Goodies tab on the website.
The 70-page Inklingo Hexagon Quilt Design Book
is free with any hexagon shape collection.
What size would you like?
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THE MAYFLOWER

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 226-7 (14 x 14 grid)
Also known as The Mayflower Quilt.
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THE NORTH STAR

Click here
or Shop > Main Star Page
Beyer 276-3
Also known as The Divided Star, LeMoyne Star, Star
of Le Moine, etc.
This design and many other 8-pointed stars can be
made with existing LeMoyne Star shape collections.
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THE ROYAL

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 322-6 (6 x 6 grid)
Also known as Regal Cross, Royal Cross, Tennessee
Circle.
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!
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THE THRIFTY WIFE

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 311-11, Brackman 3496 (8 x 8 grid)
This block was recently featured on Tim Latimer’s
Quilts Etc blog.
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!
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THE WIND MILL

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 293-6 (8-pointed star grid 2)
Windmill
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING?
Ctrl-F (find) is a handy keyboard shortcut for the Search function in this PDF—or in any computer software!
There are often several entries for a block or shape name, so keep hitting Enter to be sure you find them all!
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Beyer 293-6 is a reference to this block in The Quilter’s Album of Patchwork Patterns by Jinny Beyer (2009).
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THIRTEEN SQUARED

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 98-9 (8 x 8 grid)
Also known as Thirteen Squares
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!
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TIGER LILY

Requested
Sizes not decided

This is another unusual design with wonderful fussy
cutting opportunities.

Beyer 113-9 (16 x 16 grid)
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!
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TREES

(no image yet)

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer Quick Reference on pages 348-349
Inklingo quilters have requested a shape collection
with triangles and other shapes for traditional pieced
trees.
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!
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TRENTON QUILT BLOCK

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 322-9 (6 x 6 grid)
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size! I am considering 9 and 12 inch blocks.
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TRIANGLES - 60°

Click here
or Shop > Main Triangle Page
Please also see the pages for Half Square Triangles
(HST) and Quarter Square Triangles (QST).
Please see the sizes of 60° triangles in the Index of
Shapes.
There is also info on the All About Inklingo blog.

TIP

Triangles are often included in shape collections
with diamonds as “half diamonds.” When you are
checking the Index of Shapes, look under Diamonds
and Triangles.
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TUMBLER OR THIMBLE

Click here
or Shop > Main Tumbler Page
Available! There is also a free pattern for Cathi’s
Tumbler Stars.
Please see the sizes of tumblers in the Index of Shapes.
There is also info on the All About Inklingo blog.

No templates! No measuring! A line to rotary cut (or
cut with scissors) and a line to sew along!
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TURNABOUT

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 117-1 (16 x 16 grid)
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!
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UNION STAR

(no image yet)

Requested
Sizes not decided
Requested by Gail Auen 10 inch Beyer 436-6 or Star
of the West Beyer 436-7.
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VALSE BRILLANTE

Click here
or Shop > Main Millefiori Page
This wonderful design is available.
Valse Brillante is one of the wonderful quilts in
Millefiori Quilts by Willyne Hammerstein.
Willyne teaches hand piecing with a running stitch
(not English Paper Piecing, as I originally thought) and
sewing with a running stitch is even faster and easier
if you print the shapes on fabric with Inklingo. It
speeds up the preparation, and printing the cutting
and stitching lines on fabric with your Inkjet ensures
accuracy.
When you are searching for this quilt online, please
note that it is sometimes misspelled “brilliante.”
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VASE

(no image yet)

Rose Dream can be used to create a pieced vase too!
This example uses the free Diamond Triangle Square
shape collection and Leaf Sashing 4.5 inch.

Requested
Sizes not decided
Quilters have asked for pieced and appliqué vases
to use with Dresden Plate, LeMoyne Star, and other
shapes.
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!
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WAGON WHEEL

Click here
or Shop > Main Dresden Plate Page
Beyer 371-3
Also known as Wagon Wheels Carry Me Home.
Available! Please see the Main Dresden Plate Page.
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WALTZING MATILDA

Click here
or Shop > Main Waltzing Matilda Page
Waltzing Matilda was designed by Judy Martin
©1988. Used with permission.
An Inklingo shape collection for Waltzing Matilda was
requested by several quilters. No wonder! This design
is easier to sew with Inklingo than with traditional
methods, so I contacted Judy for permission and she
agreed.

Bonus shapes make this variation, Waltzing Judy,
possible.
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WEDDING TILE

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 411-11 (8-pointed star grid)
Also known as Wedding Ring Tile.
This design was mentioned recently on Barbara
Brackman’s Material Culture blog.
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING?
Ctrl-F (find) is a handy keyboard shortcut for the Search function in this PDF—or in any computer software!
There are often several entries for a block or shape name, so keep hitting Enter to be sure you find them all!
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Beyer 411-11 is a reference to this block in The Quilter’s Album of Patchwork Patterns by Jinny Beyer (2009).
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WHEEL

(no image yet)

Requested
Sizes not decided
Several variations of different wheels have been
requested.
There are examples in Beyer, pages 372-373.
There are other references to Wheels in this PDF,
including New York Wheel and Dresden Plate.
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WHEEL OF FORTUNE

Click here
or Shop > Main Dresden Plate Page
Beyer 374-4
This design is sometimes called Peppermint Twist.
Available! Please see the Main Dresden Plate Page.
Please let me know if you are looking for another size.
There is also info on the All About Inklingo blog.
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WHITE ROSE

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 418-6 (continuous pattern on 12 x 12 grid)
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!
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WILD IS THE WIND

Click here
or Shop > Main Millefiori Page
Wild is the Wind is one of the wonderful quilts in
Millefiori Quilts by Willyne Hammerstein.

Willyne teaches hand piecing with a running stitch
(not English Paper Piecing, as I originally thought) and
sewing with a running stitch is even faster and easier
if you print the shapes on fabric with Inklingo. It
speeds up the preparation, and printing the cutting
and stitching lines on fabric with your Inkjet ensures
accuracy.
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This design uses the same two diamonds in the
Passacaglia quilt, so if you have the Inklingo
Passacaglia shapes, you have everything you need for
Wild is the Wind too.

Diamonds are included in multiple layouts to provide
a choice of straight grain and to use fabric efficiently.
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WINDING WAYS

Choose from 3 collections to buy exactly what you
need. The design book is free when you buy the
shapes.
Everything you need to know to design and sew
Winding Ways is in the design book (next page), and
the shapes are in the 3 shape collections.

Click here
or Shop > Main Winding Ways Page

• choice of regular and combo layouts to use fabric

Winding Ways is a direct path to building your
quilting confidence. Precision corners and matching
marks along the seams will help you make dozens of
unique designs with one, two, or three sizes. Begin
your love affair with curved seams here. You will be
proud of these classic quilts.

•
•
•

efficiently and save time
precision corners and matching marks make it easy
to get great results by hand or by machine or both
great fussy cutting possibilities
compatible with scraps

3 SIZES & DESIGN BOOK

The gentle curves—printed on the fabric with
Inklingo—are not difficult to machine piece. Of
course, you can hand piece if you prefer a portable
project. Use scissors or a rotary cutter.
This design is sometimes called Wheel of Mystery
because the blocks form overlapping circles. The charm
and excitement is in the secondary designs. With
Inklingo, you can spend time playing with color and
value, and still start sewing—and finish—sooner!

Some worksheets use two or three sizes in one quilt!

—Peggy from Washington says: I have always wanted to make
one of these quilts but too afraid to make the templates and
such. With Inklingo I can do this!! It is the best!!
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WINDING WAYS - DESIGN

The design book will help you choose a shape collection.
Buy it first for $10 and receive a $10 credit on the shapes.

DESIGN

Click here
or Shop > Main Winding Ways Page
Inklingo makes the construction easier, so you can
devote your efforts to creating exciting settings and
color combinations. The charm of this one-block
design is the use of color to create secondary designs.
The worksheets and design notes will help you solve
the mystery of Wheel of Mystery and Winding Ways.

See the gallery of quilts on the website.
—Anneke from Rotterdam says: If you plan on (ever) making
a Winding Ways quilt, you definitely need this book. It will
give you all information you could possibly want on planning,
making and finishing your own Winding Ways quilt.
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Use the innovative, illustrated one-page assembly guide for
reference beside the sewing machine.

The Inklingo Winding Ways Design Book (75 pages,
free with a shape collection) includes everything you
need to know to design and sew a Winding Ways
quilt.
The design book has the “how to” and the shape
collections have the shapes to print on fabric.
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WORLD WITHOUT END

Requested
Sizes not decided
Beyer 227-1 (14 x 14 grid)
Also known as Kaleidoscope. Beyer 264-4.
What would you like to see next? When you ask please
specify a size!

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING?
Ctrl-F (find) is a handy keyboard shortcut for the Search function in this PDF—or in any computer software!
There are often several entries for a block or shape name, so keep hitting Enter to be sure you find them all!
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Beyer 227-1 is a reference to this block in The Quilter’s Album of Patchwork Patterns by Jinny Beyer (2009).
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XQUISITE

Click here
or Shop > Main Hexagon Page

Compare with Snowball and Arrowhead blocks.

Beyer 105-8 (8 x 8 grid)
This classic block is made with a 90° hexagon and
two half square triangles (HST). Please see the Index
of Shapes under the Support & Goodies tab on the
website.

Kaffe Fassett Striped Donut (Simple Shapes
Spectacular Quilts, 2010, page 27) uses the same
block, every other block turned 90 degrees.
Using striped fabrics in the hexagons is effective.
Google “Striped Donut Quilt” to see photos of
examples featured in a Facebook Quilt-a-long.
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YIN YANG

You don’t see these at every quilt show, do you! All
these curves are impressive, but it’s only one shape.
It cuts quickly and easily with a rotary cutter, so you
can bust your stash and sew on the couch while you
watch TV. Use the worksheets to plan an overall design
or mix these 6-inch blocks with other designs like
Feathered Star and Winding Ways for an even more
stunning effect.

Click here
or Shop > Main Shapes with Curves Page
Just print, cut, and sew! No templates, perfect shapes,
a line to cut on, and a line to sew on. Cut along the
lines with scissors or a rotary cutter. Matching marks
printed on the fabric with Inklingo make this stunning
and unusual design possible.

1 SIZE, 1 SHAPE

6 inch block is made from four
identical shapes.

—Cathi in Ontario says: This is absolutely awesome—and it
goes together like a dream! Presses flat as can be and is oh, so
easy to stitch!
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